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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

 

Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community 

leaders, public officials – inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service 

organizations, the following list emerged as issues needing media attention and 

support. 

 

The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced 

shows and newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement 

campaigns and sales marketing campaigns. 

 

Community Issues 

 

Accidents and Disasters    Environment 
 

Business & Industry     Foreign News 

 

Children & Youth     Funerals and Memorials 

 

Consumer      Government and Politics 

 

Court and Legal Decisions    Health and Medical 

 

Crime and Law Enforcement   Housing 

 

Cultural       Immigration 

 

Deaths       Lifestyle 

 

Diversity      Poverty 

 

Education      Religion 

 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement    Safety 

 

Employment/Labor     Technology 

 

Entertainment      Transportation 



Regularly Scheduled Programs 

 

Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to 

address community issues, concerns and needs.  The programs are as follows: 

 

 NBC5 News – Daily Local News Programs 

WMAQ’s daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues 

and community problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days 

NBC5 News Today 4:00-4:30am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 4:30-5:00am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 5:00-5:30am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 5:30-6:00am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 11:00a-12:00pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 4:00-5:00pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 6:00-6:30pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Monday-Friday 

   

NBC5 News Today 5:00-6:00am Saturday 

NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Saturday 

NBC5 News Today 9:00-10:00am Saturday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Saturday 

NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Saturday 

   

NBC5 News Today 5:00-6:00am Sunday 

NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Sunday 

NBC5 News Today 8:00-9:00am Sunday 

NBC5 News Today 10:00-10:30am Sunday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Sunday 

NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Sunday 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 
MONDAY OCTOBER 3, 2016 
 
CRIME- MOTHER SHOT OUTSIDE DAYCARE- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- A mother of a young infant coming home was 
shot and killed, caught in the crossfire of two people shooting at each other. Her young infant was in the car at the 
time of the shooting, but fortunately uninjured. Witnesses say she was getting  out of the car as the bullets rang 
out. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:03  
 
  
POLITICS- CHICAGO- US SENATE DEBATE- 5PM PKG- Both Representative Tammy Duckworth and Senator Mark 
Kirk face off in their first debate - speaking about  veteran issues, the presidential race and past remarks made 
about President Obama, and women. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:20 
 
CRIME- KANKAKEE MURDERS- KANKAKEE- 5PM PKG-  Police are reaching out for the public's help after 4 murders 
happened in a span of 36 hours this weekend. Neighbors say they think drugs are behind the slayings. Police hold a 
news conference- Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:26 AND 2:09 
  
ECONOMY/GOVERNMENT- WELLS FARGO- 5PKG- The state of Illinois Treasurer announces Illinois is suspending 
its relationship with Wells Fargo due to the national scandal in which managers allowed money to be taken from 
customers’ accounts, opening new false accounts without letting them know.   Runs :40 
  
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE- CHICAGO- 5/6PMPKG- The woman who started a gofundme account after Aroldis Chapman 
was picked up by the cubs has raised 11-thousand dollars for a local domestic violence group. Now that they are in 
the playoffs, they expect to raise a lot more. Katie spoke to the woman who started the campaign and one man 
who donated to the fund. Katie Kim- Runs 2:03 AN 2:14 
 
 
INVESTIGATIVE- CELL TOWERS- 10PM PKG- More and more cell towers are being placed on school buildings. It’s a 
way for schools to get cash for their schools , but parents are concerned about the effects of exposure to radiation. 
Phil Rogers- Runs 3:21 
 
 
CRIME- STUDENT VIGIL- Chicago 10PM PKG- A vigil held for 17 year old Naomi Zuber brought out hundreds of 
classmates, friends and family at Curie High School Monday night. They spoke of the girl as a bright , strong 
student who gave a lot back to students. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:54  
 
  
RELIGEON- CRIME- 6PM PKG-CHICAGO -  For the six time this year, a church in the Pilsen neighborhood has 
been vandalized with graffiti. The pastor speaks out, saying her parishioners are very concerned about the 
swastikas, nazi symbols and hate threats. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:44  
 
 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 2016 
 
HEALTH/BUSINESS- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG  
Senator Durbin demands answers from a pharmaceutical company after skin cream prices went up nearly 8,000 
dollars a tube.   
The Senator says Novum Pharma used to sell Alcortin, which went from 226 dollars a tube to almost 9,000 a tube, 
is all about greed. One user talks about the problem , and a doctor is concerned about this cost. But the drug 
company says the numbers are inaccurate. Trina Orlando- Runs 2:01  
 
 
CRIME –CLOWN THREATS - OAK PARK/ HOBART- 10PM PKG  



 Local threats at several schools has one administration warning kids to be wary of clown friend requests on social 
media. At least seven towns have documented  clown Threats in their community aimed at students.  One school 
sent notices to parents and brought in extra patrols for the next day. Natalie Martine- Runs 2:05  
 
 
BABY FOUND- CHICAGO HEIGHTS- 10PM PKG-  
 Police confirm a newborn baby was found in an open field on Tuesday morning. The infant girl was discovered by 
a father of three, who happened to have his car in the repair shot and was on his way to catch a bus when he saw 
the infant in a field. Today he talks about how it was fate and thanks God. Dick Johnson- Runs 2:07 
 
POLITICS- VICE PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE- VIRGINIA- 10PM PKG-  
The first and only vice-presidential debate brought some sparks from both sides, but didn't really change many 
voters’ minds. Both men went after the nominees on issues.  Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:04 
 
GOVERNMENT- LEGISLATION- ILLINOIS- 6pm PKG-  
One of the  Dennis Hastert's alleged victims of child abuse took center stage to ask state lawmakers to change the 
statute of limitations. Scott Cross  says the laws have to change to help abuse victims come forward. Because of 
the statute, Hastert was not charged with Cross’s abuse . Phil Rogers 2:36  
 
  
CRIME- CLOWN THREATS – 6PM PKG  Northwest Indiana schools targeted in social media threats involving clowns. 
Several schools were on high alert after a series of reports of threats Parents share their concerns and police say 
even if it is a prank, they aren’t taking any chances .Katie Kim- Runs 2:36 
 
 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 2016 
CRIME- DARIEN THREATS- DARIEN- 10PM PKG- A cache of weapons including guns, knives and gas masks were 
found in a teenager's home after the suspect threatened to blow up a school. The police in the western suburb of 
Darien were notified and went to the home, where they found the weapons. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:44  
 
HURRICANE- LOCAL FLIGHTS- CHICAGO/FLORIDA- Airports are getting busier as they try to flee Florida to safer 
ground. Airlines are cancelling hundreds of flights as officials warn of a massive Hurricane coming to the states. 
And local families talk about coming home. Dick Johnson-Runs 1:50 
 
SPORTS- CUBS PLAYOFF FEVER- CHICAGO-6PM PKG-Tonight fans will find out who they will face in the playoffs 
game one of the Nationals League Division Series,. Today Cubs surprised fans passing out stickers, placards and 
towels, Fans talk about their hope. Even local museums have Cubs fever putting uniforms on the Field 
Museum dinosaur.  
Ash Har Quraishi- runs 2:04  
 
POLITICS- TRUMP STREET SIGN-CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
A new push to get rid of the Donald Trump honorary sign is underway in the city council. The Alderman where the 
sign is based said he wants the sign taken down, as payback to Trump for slamming Chicago in his campaign . And 
the Mayor has supported the movement, saying the sign will come up when Trump releases his tax returns. Mary 
Ann Ahern- Runs- 1:37 
 
THURSDAY OCTOBER 6, 2016 
SPORTS -CUBS PEP RALLY - CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Cubs pep rally held in Chicago to the tune of 108 Italian beef sandwiches   
 The day before the NLDS Game one against the giants, fans got together on Division street to cheer their team on. 
And up to the big game, the average cost for a game to is over 300 dollars. Katie Kim- Runs 1:58 
 
WEATHER- HURRICANE SNOW BIRDS- CROWN POINT/MELBOURNE FLORIDA-10PMPKG  



 A Florida woman, who left Florida with  family and escape the Hurricane talks about how worried she is for her 
husband. Twelve years ago,  Mary Jo Kish was in a hurricane that tore her home apart. This time,  she came back to 
Crown point Indiana, while her husband is down in Melbourne , as the condo president, he wanted to stay and 
help others. They communicate through Skype, but she's still worried. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:09 
 
TRANSPORTATION- CTA TRAIN STINT- CHICAGO  
Man records man who clings to the outside the Chicago Transit train as it was moving, The CTA is attempting to 
identify the person, who jumped on the train's outside, clinging to it as it rode underground.  
in the You Tube video the person riding on the exterior fives a thumbs up . Runs :30  
 
WEATHER- HURRICANE RESIDENTS- CHICAGO- 6pm/10pm PKG 
Hurricane Matthew has forced millions to flee inland, and some even flying out of town . We caught up with 
several passengers who left Florida, describe the evacuation process and coming to chicago for a break, and also 
to participate in this weekend’s Marathon. Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:59 
  
   
 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 7, 2016  
POLITICS-OBAMA VISIT-CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
President Obama returns to Chicago Friday, and reporters asked if he plans to attend a Cubs game this weekend. 
Obama plans to go to a couple of fundraisers while in Chicago.  He was not the only one in town. Libertarian 
Gary Johnson was a guest on the Southside for an Institute of Politics speech at U of C.  
Mary Ann Ahern 3:15   
 
SECURITY/TOURISM - CHICAGO-10PM PKGS- A busy weekend in Chicago with President Obama arriving for a full 
weekend, stopping off to vote and have dinner in the West Loop. Meantime the Cubs play the Giants in Game one 
of the NLDS at Wrigley and security is tight. And That could cause traffic headaches as well as the city prepares for 
Sunday's Marathon. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:00 
 
GOVERNMENT- PRESIDENT OBAMA HOME- CHICAGO- 10PM - President Obama came to his hometown for 
several fundraisers. But while in the city, he voted early in Chicago.Runs:2:59 and 1:55 
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE - CANCER WEDDING- 10PM - Woman with terminal  cancer prepares for tomorrow's 
wedding soulmate after the public steps up and donates money and products for her wedding- Regina Waldroup- 
Runs 1:52  
 
SPORTS- CUBS /GIANTS- 10PM PKG -Cubs win Game 1 of National League Divisional Series at Wrigley in a pitchers' 
duel between the Giants and the Cubs. But it only took one hit by Baez to win the game, a home run in the 8th 
inning. Runs 1:00 
 
POLITICS- TRUMP/ LEWD COMMENTS- DC-10PKG- After lewd comments  from GOP Presidential nominee Donald 
trump about groping and taking women became public, top GOP officials started denouncing him. Trump later said 
he was sorry if he offended anyone. Illinois senator Mark Kirk is asking the GOP to pick a new presidential 
nominee, as well as other Illinois GOP representatives share their outrage. Runs  
RNC chairman, house speaker, other republicans condemn Trump's lewd comments . Runs 1:32  
 
SPORTS- MARATHON PREVIEW- Chicago- 6PM PKG- Marathon runners prepare for the last night of the race, 
picking up their registration packet, while organizers introduce elite runners for this year's race. Lauren Jiggetts- 
Runs 2:05 
 
SPORTS - WRIGLEY SECURITY- CHICAGO- 5p/6PM PKG-  Security measures are tight for tonight's game one. Today 
officials set up command center , announced a text number for people in or around wrigley who need to report 
problems and extra police patrolling the area. Phil Rogers - Runs 1:35 AND 2:10 



MONDAY OCTOBER 10,2016 
EDUCATION-CPS  TEACHER STRIKE AVERTED –MIDNIGHT SPECIAL REPORT- LIVE - After going a year without a 
contract and months of negotiations .. it came down to the wire. And Chicago Teachers Union, who had 
threatened to strike after midnight held a late night news conference minutes before the deadline to announce 
they've reached a four year tentative agreement. The deal still has to be  ratified, but it eases the minds of 
thousands of teachers in the nation's largest school district. KATIE KIM 10 minutes  
 
 
SPORTS CUBS LOSE - SAN FRANCISCO/CHICAGO- Cubs play into the early morning in Game 3  f the NLDS against 
the San Francisco Giants. It was the longest post season game in Cubs history, with both teams coming from 
behind to tie it up. But shortly before 2am, the Giants scored a winning run , ending the game and tying up the 
series 2-1. 
  
  
POLITICS- POST DEBATE FROM POLITICIANS REACTING –4PM PKG - Democratic and GOP presidential nominees 
are back on the campaign trail after 60 million people watched their debate on Sunday night. 
Each candidate supporters declared victory. In Chicago, elected officials are distancing themselves from Donald 
Trump.  Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:24  
 
  
SPORTS - SIMONE BILES- CHICAGO - 6PM PKG- U.S. 5 times Olympic medalist made a surprise appearance at 
United Airlines at O'hare International Airport Monday. She greeted fans, took pictures , welcomed them to their 
flights. Biles, who is sponsored by United Airlines is in town for a gymnastic show. Lee Ann Trotter -Runs 2;23  
 
  
STRIKE- PARENTS-- PKG PARENT PREPARE FOR POSSIBLE STRIKE- CHICAGO- Teachers begin to pick up picket signs 
from union headquarters as the countdown tonight's midnight deadline gets closer. Parents are worried about 
what to do with their kids, in which the school and local community centers have opened their doors, in case a 
strike does happen. Regina Waldrop- Runs 1:44  
 
 
 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2016  
 
SPORTS- CUBS ADVANCE TO NCLS - SAN FRANCISCO - LIVE COVERAGE SPECIAL REPORT - 10:45PM Going into the 
9th inning with a deficit, the cubs took the lead and won the game 9-6, moving to the National League 
League  Championship Series- Live from the lockerroom-- WMAQ staff- 30  minutes-  
 
NBC RESPONDS- MONEY STOLEN- GLEN ELLYN- 5PM PKG Teens using a babysitter site learn an expensive lesson 
after their bank accounts were drained. A pickpocket at a party, when a college student says thieves drained his 
bank account. Thieves took more than 3300 blocks.  NBC 5 Responds stepped into help ,after Chase denied giving 
the victim his money back.  ISA PARKER-3:39  
 
 
POLITICS- BUDGET ADDRESS-  CHICAGO - 11AM/6pm - Mayor Emanuel delivers his 2017 budget, declaring the city 
back on solid ground, but with a long list of fees , as well as plans on adding more police officers.KYE 
MARTIN/MARY ANN AHERN- 3:57 
  
ACCIDENT- ROMEOVILLE EXPLOSION- ROMEOVILLE - 10PM VOSOT  
Romeoville explosion levels two townhouses, injures 2.Neighbors say they heard a loud explosion and then a big 
ball of fire. And this is not the first time it happened in the neighborhood.  Dick Johnson Runs 3:16  
  
  



CRIME- REWARD- HOMICIDE- CHICAGO/ OAKBROOK  - 5PM PKG -Suburban stranger triples reward after boy found 
burned in garbage can on Chicago's West Side . The reward from a  set suburban businessman now puts the total 
reward to $7500 dollars. Dick Johnson- Runs 2:04  
  
SPORTS- JAKE ARRIETA HOME RUN BALL- VO/SOT- Home run ball, by Jake Arrietta caught by suburban Chicago 
man. Ed Baum was an Evanston native, moved his family to San Francisco an was at the Cubs - Giants game, where 
Jake Arrietta hit a 3 run homer into Baum's glove. Baum gave it back to Arrieta , in exchange for a signed baseball . 
2:00 
 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2016  
ROMEOVILLE EXPLOSION FOLLOW- ROMEOVILLE- LV 11/ 430 PKG =    
Neighbors talk about the explosion of a town home which happened late Tuesday night. They say the townhouse 
was also the site of another big blast in 1999 that leveled 24 homes in the subdivision and now they are concerned 
about staying there. Police and Gas officials held a news conference about the cause, and how it's safe to stay in 
the area while they investigate.Crew responding earlier in day to report of damaged main by a cable company 
employee.  One of the displaced residents says she's traumatized. Susan Carlson/ Christian Farr- Runs 2:29 and 
2:30  
 
 
SPORTS- TICKET PRICES- CHICAGO - 4pm PKG - A ticket broker says prices are inflated 30- 40 percent right now 
because of the hype, costing the average person 300-400 to get into the NLDS game.  
But they do expect prices to go down by the end of the week. New merchandise just came in and is being picked 
up fans, one superman from London booked a trip to coincide with the Cubs games. Katie Kim- Runs 
 
HARTFORD PLANE CRASH- HARTFORD/ORLAND HILLS- 10PM PKG - A small plane crash, killing the student pilot 
has a possible connection to Orland Hills. Police say the student pilot used an address in Orland Hills, and even 
though the FBI is investigating a possible terror attack, the Mayor and Police chief held a late night news 
conference hoping to ally fears. The Jordanian student who went to a flight school in Connecticut,   didn't live at 
the Orland Hills address, but used it because he needed a U.S. address. and the owner of the home is the emlopyer 
of the father, heard he needed a place to call home and allowed it. . No one at the Orland Hills residents would talk 
about the accident. Dick Johnson- Runs 2:25  
 
SPORTS- CUBS FANS- NO CABLE- 10PM PKG- Cub fans at the Little Sisters of the Poor in  Chicago are dependent on 
the radio in order to get the latest on the cubs games. That's because they can't afford cable to watch the games. 
Most of these fans are senior citizens who have been fans all their life and would live a chance to see their Cubbies 
win the world series. Lauren Jiggetts - Runs 1:30 
 
CRIME- CHURCH - CHICAGO- 6pm PKG - Church that has stood for more than 40yars is left with steep repair bills 
after thieves ripped off the electric heater at the back of the building, and stole the copper.  Rev. Paul Jakes Junior 
says he never imagine someone would steal from a church and now will have to hold services in candlelight due to 
the repairs that need to be done Ash-Har Qurashi-Runs 2;03  
 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2016 
GOVERNMENT -PRECKWINKLE - BUDGET- PKG- Today Cook County Board President released her 2017 budget 
plan which called for new  tax in soda prices, and it's not  cheap.She says the money will help close budget hole 
and help people live healthier. Mary Ann Ahern - 1:57    
 
INVESTIGATIVE- RATS- CHICAGO- 10PKG - A huge increase in the rat population in Chicago is causing major 
concern for residents and business owners. NBC5 Investigates looked at the neighborhoods most affected and 
what the city is doing to cut down on the infestation. Carol Marin- Runs 3:35 
 



SPORTS- WRIGLEY CUBS- W HISTORY- 4PM PKG - A look at how fly the w brand has become a global phenom.. and 
how the W flag started at Wrigley in 1939. A historian said people would look at the flags on their way home to 
find out if the cubs won or lost that day. Ash-Har Quraish- Runs 2:24  
 
HEALTH- PRESCRIPTION DRUGS - 6PM PKG  Democrats held a news conference with health officials 
accusing  Pharma companies of price gouging on certain popular drugs and want a fair drug pricing law. Christian 
Farr- Runs 2:16 
 
ACCIDENT- 3 YR OLD - ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING- WAUKEGAN- LIVE 11AM- A three year old accidentally got his 
hands on a gun in his home in the middle of the night and shot himself in the head. He later was pronounced dead 
at a nearby hospital. Police are questioning the father in the case. Michelle Relerford - Runs 1:30 
  
SPORTS- CUBS MAN CAVE- MCHENRY COUNTY-10PM PMPKG- A huge Cubs fan has decorated his basement with 
incredible Cubs memorabilia including bricks signed by Ernie Banks, turnstiles and an organ from the ballpark. 
Lauren JIGGETTS- Runs 1:40  
 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2016 
SPORTS- CUBS VS DODGERS- CHICAGO - 6PM PKG -  Cubs now know who they are playing this weekend after the 
Dodgers beat the Giants late Thursday night. Reaction from fans and an update on ticket prices for this weekend's 
first National League Championship Series, in which Chicago will host the first two games. Lauren Jiggetts - Runs 
2:00    
 
 
CRIME- BLIND COUPLE ROBBED- CHICAGO -10PM  PKG- A legally blind couple who was at a local Currency 
Exchange cashing their Social Security check was kidnapped and robbed of their money. Police are looking for the 
suspects, but a neighbor hearing about the crime, started a go fundme account, in hopes people will donate so 
they can recover their money- Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:40 
 
 
SPORTS CUBS CEMETERY- CHICAGO- 6PKG- Unbeknownst to many, there is a cemetery at the Bohemian National 
Cemetery on the north side for Cubs fans. There;s a wall, with Ivy from Wrigley Field, along with several benches 
for the living to reflect on their departed friends or family who are diehard cub fans. Called, beyond the vines, its 
the ultimate resting place for Cub fans. Byron Miranda- Runs - 2:06 
 
 MONDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2016  
FIVE SHOT- CHICAGO-VOSOT  
Five people shot on the south side  Monday night, with one person killed. It happened in the 6700 block of south 
Winchester  in the Englewood neighborhood. One person was killed, and a 13 year old suffered in critical 
condition. The victims were standing on a porch when  a car drove past and shots were fired. The shooting , 
according to officials may involve a drug house. Christian Farr- Runs 1:15  
 
CRIME- CAR BURGLARIES- WESTERN SPRINGS/HINSDALE- 10PM PKG  
- Dozens of car burglaries reported in Hinsdale and Western Springs. The thing they all have in common, the 
victims left their cars open, even when the car was parked in the back of their home.  Residents of both suburbs 
say they will be more careful. Trina Orlando - Runs 2:07 
 
CTA BLUE LINE UPGRADE- CHICAGO- PKG- The city has announced an upgrade of a downtown Blue Line station, 
rebuilding the station above ground. The Belmont Station, built in 1970 is the first renovation and one of CTA's 
busiest stations with the sixth highest ridership. There will be an extended canopy over the station to protect 
riders from bad weather- prepaid boarding to improve customer flow and will cost 15 million dollars. It’s part of 
the Your New Blue program to upgrade the whole branch and construction expected to begin in late 2017- Susan 
Carlson- Runs 1:48 
 



BLIND COUPLE MONEY- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG- Thanks to the generosity of strangers and the help of their landlord, 
a legally blind couple who was robbed of their social security check will now get over 12 thousand dollars. The 
landlord helped the couple by starting a gofundme account after hearing about the crime. Today the couple went 
to the bank to deposit the money and said thank you to all the strangers who helped them recover their money. 
No one has been arrested in the crime. Regina Waldrop- Runs 1:42 
 
 
ACCIDENT- WATER RESCUE- EVANSTON/WILMETTE- 10PM PKG -A dramatic rescue of a windsurfer on the North 
Shore . Coast guard rescuers helped a windsurfer, whose sail broke and was stuck two miles outside of Evanston. 
3-5 foot waves and whitecaps made it more difficult. The windsurfer had a cell phone with him and called for help. 
Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:07  
 
 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 2016 
SPORTS- FANS SUPERSTITIONS AND RITUALS- CHICAG0- PKG- Alderman Fioretti talks about rituals, and gets some 
dirt from the Westside Park, the place where the Cubs last won a World Series. One fan also talks about how he 
will not be changing his cubs jersey until the end of the world series when he says the Cubs will win. Regina 
Waldroup- Runs-2:05 
 
GOOD SAMARITAN REUNION - SCHAUMBURG -10PM PKG - A mother with child in car was involved in an accident 
and was trapped in a car. Police say it could have been a fatal crash, but thanks to a properly installed car seat and 
the good samaritan, there were no injuries in the crash. The mother today was able to talk to the good samaritan, 
who happened upon the accident on his lunch break. The mom talks to him  for the first time and thank him for 
saving them. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:51  
 
SPORTS- RICK MONDAY/ CUBS DODGERS- LOS ANGELES/CHICAGO- 6PM PKG- Rick Monday, a former Chicago 
Cubs outfielder best known for snatching up a flag in the seventies in which a fan had snuck on the field and tried 
to light. Today he talks about that experience, his life as a Dodger, and Cub player and now Dodger announcer. The 
former outfielder also still has the flag and takes it to benefits for military families. He and his wife have raised half 
a million dollars for the military families. Peggy Kosinski- Runs 2:00  
 
TOURISM- CHICAGO TOURISM NUMBERS- CHICAG0- 430PM PKG-Chicago is rated second in best places to visit, 
according to Cande Naste Traveler Magazine. Charlie Wojcichowski- Runs 2:07 
 
 
MAD- URBAN ACTION- CHICAGO - - A company that helps autistic young adults  get a job, and teaches them about 
farming is the focus of this making a difference segment. The workers at Urban Autism Solutions are taught work 
responsibilities and connecting long adults to real life jobs, a transition which is difficult for many autistic kids 
trying to get jobs. Art Norman - Runs 2:00  
 
 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 2016 
SPORTS- CUBS PANIC BUTTON- 4pm /5PM PKG- Fans in Chicago are getting worries after losing to the Dodgers on 
Tuesday in a another shut out game. Cubs players haven't been hitting and fans who were very confident just tw 
games ago are now strTING TO PANIC. ASH- HAR- QURAISHI- RUNS  1:35 and 1:43  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- AFRICAN BIKES - CHICAGO- 430PM PKG- A local company, Working Bikes is taking 
donations and sending bicycles to Lesotho Africa. He says the smaller thing like a bike changes the lives of people 
there, and some kids get on the bike and learn to ride with no instruction at all. Michelle Relerford- Runs 1:49  
 
POLITICS- FINAL PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE- LAS VEGAS- 6PM/10PM - Today is the final debate for the presidential 
candidates. One political expert says the weight is all on Donald Trump, after the latest scandal he faces. And did 
he deliver? One of the major highlights of the debate was when he refused to say if he would concede  if he lost 



the debate, despite his running mate Mike Pence and his wife saying otherwise. Hillary Clinton did not have any 
fireworks in the debat4e, but did bring up some scandals and had to answer to more questions on trust and email 
issues. Mary Anne Ahern-Runs 5:28 
 
EDUCATION- CHARTER SCHOOL STRIKE AVERTED- CHICAGO 4a/5a/6a VOSOT - An early morning vote by the 
charter school teachers led to averting a strike for the Uno Charter School system. If they had struck, it would have 
been the first time a charter school in the United States staged a strike. Teachers leadership delivered their 
decision in the early hours and families  dropped off their kids in the morning, received they didn't have to endure 
a teacher strike.  right thousand students attend Charter schools in Chicago . Lauren Petty- Runs 6:40 
 
TOURISM- RIVERWALK- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- The 100 million dollar  Chicago Riverwalk project is expected to be 
complete this weekend . The project is a big part of Chicago's tourism plans, and they received a 100 million 
federal loan to do the project. One company, the Urban Winery says their shop on the riverwalk has been so 
successful, they will ask the city for an extension to stay open. The city says they will take exception applications on 
a case by case basis. Chris Hush- Runs 2:07 
 
TRANSPORTATION- KANKAKEE TRANSIT- KANKAKEE 5PM PKG- The Kankakee Transit system may have to shut 
down if they don't receive state funding owed to them. Commuters are worried because they can;t get to 
work,  but the state says they can't give the transit program money they don't have. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 
2:07 
 
 
 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2016  
 CRIME- 606 TRAIL- CHICAGO- 4PKG- Crime continues on 606 Trail after police announce a rash of  armed 
robberies  
People living near the 606 Trail are asking for more police presence and cameras after 5 robberies in one month on 
the popular 606 Trail, 180  reports of crime in the six months since it opened.  One neighbor shared home security 
video showing a stranger leaving her property. Police confirm the rise in crime , but say they have no immediate 
plans to increase patrols. Emily Florez- Runs 2:36 
 
SPORTS AND ECONOMY- -CUBS DEALS- CHICAGO- 5pm PKG 
Chicago businesses--from bars to nail salons--offer Cubs deals throughout city, getting on the cubs bandwagon in 
hopes of bringing in new  business with Cubs fans. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:39  
 
CRIME- ARMED SUSPECT INVESTIGATIONCLOSES SCHOOLS- ALSIP-VOSOT  
Search for armed suspect in south suburban Alsip forces schools to close. They closed for precautionary reasons 
after  police say a suspect fired shots at officers before leading them on a police chase. Runs- 1:00  
 
INVESTIGATION- POLITICAL- PROTESTS PAID- 6PM PKG- Donald Trump accused Hilary Clinton that protesters who 
shut down trumps rally in Chicago was caused by the Clinton Campaign, saying she paid for protesters to disrupt 
the rally. But Clinton's campaign denied the claims, and a longtime Democratic activist Robert Creamer said he had 
no role in the protest, despite a conservative pointing fingers at him. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:49  
 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2016  
 
CUBS FANS BABY NAMES - ARLINGTON HEIGHTS - 10PKG - Hardcore cub fans named their five kids after Chicago 
Cubs related names, Addison, Clark, Sheffield , Grace Waveband, and Ivy Marie Wrigley Diamond, Dynek. Ash-Har 
Quraishi- Runs 2:28  
 
CRIME- ROBBERIES AGAINST WOMEN- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG - Females are being targeted in the Loop, around 
Millennium Park, one of the most popular tourist attractions. A group of 5 or 6 approach them woman, one of the 



robbers a female hits the victim in the head , and the rest of the group hits or kicks the victim, and then steal their 
belongings. Police  put out a safety alert after three robberies occurred in 3 days . Natalie Martinez Runs- 1:53  
 
INVESTIGATION- PERCY MURDER-KENILWORTH- 6PM PKG- The unsolved murder of Valarie  Percy, the daughter 
of Senator Chuck Percy killed in the 1960's takes another turn. The  twin sister of the victim has filed for the case 
documents to remain closed, despite the investigation continuing since 1966. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:27 
 
MONDAY OCTOBER 24, 2016 
 
CONSUMER-NBC RESPONDS- ELGIN- 10PM PKG-Woman finds insects ruined her new table  and she called the 
company which did not help her until NBC Responds investigated the issue. She later received a replacement table. 
Chris Coffey- Runs 2:39 
 
SPORTS-WORLD SERIES TICKETS/BALL EXCHANGE-CHICAGO- PKG- Lakeview father and son who returned the 
playoff homer ball by Willson Contreras this weekend were surprised when the Cub player offered them World 
Series tickets for their kindness. Rahul Khare talks his experience and the generosity of Contreras. Runs  
 
 
 
CRIME- - UBER FATAL ACCIDENT- CHICAGO/MILWAUKEE-  6pm PKG- Three advertising executives from Chicago 
taking an Uber following a night out were killed when a drunk driver ran a red light and slammed into their Uber 
car. The victims, in their 30s were killed, and the suspects fled the scene on foot. Chris Hush- Runs 1:53  
  
  
  
SPORTS-  FORMER CUBS- FANS -CHICAGO – 10PM PKG- Fans lined up for hours in hopes of meeting and getting an 
autograph with Andre Dawson. The former Cub and Hall of Famer talks about the team’s chances before the World 
Series begins this week. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:49  
 
 SPORTS-OLDER FANS - CHICAGO-PKG- Several lifelong Cub fans talk about their fandom, and one vendor who sold 
peanuts at Wrigley inn 1945 says he was at Game 7 of the 1945 World Series.  
Some veterans also remember how baseball helped them recover after world war II. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 
1:43   
 
POLITICS-CUBS TICKETS/ALERMEN  CHICAGO- PKG-  
The Chicago Cubs have withdrawn their offer to sell face value World Series tickets to Chicago Alderman, after an 
ethics board  rules the offer could violate a ban .  Some Alderman are upset. Runs  
  
  
SPORTS- CUBS WORLD SERIES – PKG- Family of 97 year old lifelong Cub fan hopes to send him back to the World 
Series. Jim Schlegel ‘s granddaughter has started a GOFUNDME page to get him back to Wrigley . Lauren Petty- 
Runs 1:29  
 
 TUESDAY OCTOBER 25, 2016 
SAFETY-WRIGLEY SECURITY –CHICAGO- 10PM PKG -  
As the World Series gets underway this week, Chicago police department has started to prepare for large crowds 
gathering in Wrigleyville. The police  have increased security in Wrigleyville, along with extra metal gates around 
the stadium and more patrols. Trina Orlando- Runs  2:07  
  
  
SPORTS- VET GETS TICKETS-SCHAUMBURG- PKG – 97 YEAR OLD Jim Schlegel who went to the Cubs World Series 
71 years ago , will be going back this year. Someone donated two tickets to the Elgin veteran , who survived  Pearl 
Harbor attack. After getting the tickets, he thanked everyone on gofundme photo. Lauren Petty - Runs 1:25 



  
  
POLITICS- TRUMP SIGN- COUNCIL- CHICAGO-6PMPKG – The Chicago council has voted to remove the Donald 
Trump honorary street sign, saying when you hit Chicago, Chicago hits back. The idea to take down the sign came 
after Trump negatively focused on Chicago time after time in debates and rallies. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 
 
 
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 26, 2016 
CRIME- WOMEN ROBBED- CHICAGO – 10PM PKG Police have released some clear pictures of group of suspects 
robbing woman in the loop. Women in the area express their concern that they are being targeted. Lauren 
Jiggetts- Runs 1:46  
  
SPORTS-CUBS TIE UP SERIES-CLEVELAND -  10PM PKG  
Cubs even up the World Series with the Indians beating them 5-1. Games 3, 4, 5 are in Wrigley starting on Friday. 
There is reaction from friends and the team . Peggy Kusinski, Siafa Lewis- Runs 3:00  
  
SPORTS-CUBS MEMORABILIA- PKG -  One cubs fan shows off his collection of cubs memorabilia, and says the 
secret to a good collector is to love what you are collection. He says that Cubs gear is going fast and that prices are 
rising for the historic pieces. LeeAnn Trotter – Runs 1:26 
  
 
INVESTIGATION- POLITICS- CHICAGO /COOK COUNTY- 6PMPKG -  
Trump calls out Chicago, but are his election concerns real? A look at the claims that Donald Trump made about 
elections in Chicago… where he cited it’s background has a checkered past. Trump says voter fraud is too common, 
and to look at Chicago. But both Chicago and Cook County says it’s very difficult to have voter fraud because of the 
machines and process used here. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:39  
  
SPORTS- KID HURT AT WORLD SERIES- NORTHFIELD- 6PM PKG  
- A father and son were at Game One of the World Series, and right after the first inning, a rowdy Indian fan hit the 
boy with his elbow, causing the boy to suffer a concussion. The father immediately took the boy to the hospital, 
but complained that the Indians didn’t do enough to help. Eventually the Indians reached out, offering to refund 
half of their ticket, but the Cubs also reached out saying they will send them a surprise. 
Christian Farr- runs 1:50 
 
WEATHER-WINDS – CUBS- 6PM-The winds are expected to be full for tonight’s game.Byron gives an explanation of 
what players and fans can expect from Chicago weather.  Byron  Miranda=Runs :35  
  
SPORTS- CUBS FAN HURT- NORTHFIELD- PKG- A father and son were at Game One of the World Series, and right 
after the first inning, a rowdy Indian fan hit the boy with his elbow, causing the boy to suffer a concussion. The 
father immediately took the boy to the hospital, but complained that the Indians didn’t do enough to help. 
Eventually the Indians reached out, offering to refund half of their ticket, but the Cubs also reached out saying they 
will send them a surprise. Christian Farr -  Runs  1:44 
  
 
ECONOMY – Cook County- VOSOT - The Cook County Board has voted to increase  the minimum wage for all 
businesses in the county. This comes as some businesses in the suburbs protest, saying it could lead to closing of 
some shops. 
 
THURSDAY OCTOBER 27, 2016  
 
CRIME- SCAMS- ILLINOIS- PKG- The federal government has cracked down on a scam involving phone calls from 
fake IRS agents. These scammers threaten jail or deportation if people don’t pay up . The Better Business bureau in 
Chicago says they are getting 200 complaints a week about these scams. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:14 



  
SPORTS- CUBS FAN INJURED- NORTHFIELD - VO  A young fan, who was with his father at Game 1 of World Series 
was injured by Cleveland fan and had to leave the game after the first inning. Today Cleveland Indians apologized 
and gave him tickets to game 3. Christian Farr 1:00  
  
ECONOMY/TOURISM-CUBS BARS- CHICAGO- PKG – Cubs bars are not only doing great business with all the Cubs 
fans, some are charging 500 dollars a piece for table, all you can eat and drink  through the end of the game. Emily 
Florez- Runs 2:06 
 
  
SPORTS- WRIGLEY FIELD PREPS –CHICAGO - 10PM PKG- Before tomorrow’s big game, the groundskeeper shares 
some interesting insight to preparing the field for a big event. Natalie Martinez 1:49 
 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 28, 2016 
SPORTS- CUBS WORLD SERIES FANS – 10PM PKG  
The Chicago Cubs, playing Game 3 against the Cleveland Indians in the World Series lost a close game at Wrigley 
Field. But fans have not lost hope. They are only 1-2 for the series-NATALE  Runs 1:30   
  
  
 TRANSPORTATION- AIRLINES FIRE- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- 
A fire on an American Airlines plane Friday afternoon sends twenty people to the hospital. Flight 383 was 
departing from O’Hare heading to Miami when it experienced a problem during takeoff. The airlines said there was 
an engine malfunction. 161 passengers on the plane had to evacuate on the chutes as flames and black smoke 
came from the left side of the plane. 20 people were sent to area hospitals and some passengers described 
organized chaos inside the plane as the emergency was happening . Trina Orlando- Runs 1:49 
  
 TRANSPORTATION-AIRLINES FIRE – CHICAGO 10PM PKG /6PM VOSOT   
The cause of the American Airlines Flight 383 fire is still under investigation. The National Transportation Safety 
Bureau has been called in to investigate the blaze. Meantime new tower audio released describes how the pilot 
was able to safely stop the plane and evacuate the passengers. The accident cause the runway to be shut down all 
day Friday and sometime on Saturday as officials try to move the plane off the runway.  Phil Rogers- Runs 3:43  
  
TRANSPORTATION-NTSB LIVE NEWSCONFERENCE- CHICAGO 430pm LIVE – The Fire Department hold a news 
conference to discuss air emergency with American Airlines at O’hare this afternoon. Runs 11 minutes.  
  
   
POLITICS - SPRINGFIELD- 6PM PKG -  
The one and only downstate debate for the U.S. Senate race had two veterans Tammy Duckworth  and Mark Kirk 
facing off.  
And it wasn’t without controversy, after Kirk made a comment about Duckworth’s heritage. It took Kirk more than 
14 hours to apologize, after complaints came in droves on social media. The Mayor who recruited Duckworth 
supported her. Mary Ann Ahern-Runs 1:44  
  
 
 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 2016   
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- TRICK OR TREATING FOR CAUSE- KANKAKEE- 5PM PKG 
A group of suburban high schoolers are trick or treating tonight, but it's not candy they are after. The students are 
asking residents food donations that go to the local pantry . Kale Dionne- Runs 1:31  
 
 
ACCIDENT- WEDDING BALLROOM FIRE- WILLOWBROOK- 6PM PKG-  



A couple in Willowbrook Ballroom burned down last week hours before they had a reception scheduled. The 
Willowbrook Ballroom has a long history in the community, and community members were devastated when 
hearing about the fire. Trina Orlando-Runs- 1:49 
 
POLITICS- KIRK/DUCKWORTH- PKG - At least two major supporters of Mark Kirk have dropped their endorsements 
of the GOP  senator following a racially charged comment towards Senate candidate and current Democratic 
Representative Tammy Duckworth at this weekend's debate. After first tweeting about the issue, Kirk later 
apologized. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:36 
 
INVESTIGATION- NTSB- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG- The national Transportation Bureu says investigation into American 
Airlines Fire at O'hare Airport could take months. They are looking at a disc in the engine failed.  
That disc, by General Electric has a history. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:10 
  
SPORTS- CUBS TO CLEVELAND- CHICAGO -10PM PKG  
Chicago Cubs on the brink of elimination in the world series when they head to Cleveland, but that didn't stop 
them from leaving with high hopes of winning , dressed up for Halloween. Fans lined up outside Wrigley cheer the 
players before they took off. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:57 
 
 
 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1- 2016  
CRIME -CRIME NUMBERS - CHICAGO- LIVE 6AM-October 2016 was the second deadliest month of the year 
according to new Chicago police department statistics released today. The city saw 78 murder victims in October, 
with 353 shooting incidents and 427 shooting victims. Today the Superintendent talks about the numbers live on 
the morning show. Alex Maragos- Runs- 3:31 
 
ACCIDENT- BOY HIT AND RUN- 10PM PKG -  
 Three year old boy critically injured by a hit and run driver on Halloween . The youngster was in a Spiderman 
costume when someone hit him and fled the scene. The family is pleading for the driver to turn himself in and asks 
for prayers for their child.  Trina Orlando- Runs 2:01  
 
 
HEALTH- COOK COUNTY- 5PKG PKG    
Mental health center project spearheaded by both Cook County and City of Chicago has opened on the city's south 
side in response to an issue at the local jails. A new triage center, which was a former police district office has been 
transformed into a mental health facility to access those in need of mental health assistance. Mary Ann Ahern- 
Runs 1:37 
 
 
POLITICS- TRUMPS SIGN REMOVAL VOTE- CHICAGO- 6PM-  
A Chicago city council committee unanimously voted to remove an honorary sign for Donald Trump, after the GOP 
presidential candidate repeatedly refers to Chicago as a war torn country. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:40  
 
 
CONSUMER- NBC RESPONDS- FIRE/DRYER- 430PM- A suburban family says their dryer nearly burned down their 
Iland Lke townhouse over the summer . They aren't the only ones making a claim, saying that the 2007 electrolux 
dryer previously linked to thousands of other fires. Lisa Parker- Runs 3:42  
 
 
SPORTS- CUBS FANS-WRIGLEYVILLE- CHICAGO- 430PM PKG  
 Cub fans swarm to Wrigleyvill for Game 6 of the World Series Game six and it's good for business. Fans talk about 
their team at Murphy's Bleachers Chris Hush- Runs 1:56 
 



 
SPORTS- FANS IN CLEVELAND- CLEVELAND- 10PM PKG- People came from all over the country to see the Cubs 
play in what could be their final game. Fortunately for them, they were not disappointed after the Cubs beat the 
Indians. Natalie Martinez- 1:52 
 
SPORTS- LOCAL PLAYER- CLEVELAND- PKG - 
Local player Jason Kindness, from Northbrook talks about how he was a Cub fan , and now he's playing against 
them. Our Mike Berman  sits down with the player about what its like to play against the team he grew up loving. 
Mike Berman- Runs 2:09 
 
 
ENVIRONMENT- EMISSIONS STATIONS CLOSE- CHICAGO-6PM PKG  
The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency has closed all of Chicago's emission stations in a cost cutting move. 
The closure was announced earlier, but today people showed up unaware that the closures took place today.  
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 1:55 
 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2016 
 
SPORTS- FANS IN CLEVELAND- CLEVELAND- 430PM/6PM /10PM  
It’s game 7 of the World Series- someone will win and someone will not. Chicago fans who made the trip to 
Cleveland are hoping it’s not the Cubs that go home the goat. And after a game that lasted almost five hours with 
ups and downs and rain delays… the Cubs win it! Natalie Martinez-Runs  
 
EDUCATION AND SPORTS- CUB FAN- 5PM PKG-  
Because of the timing of Game 6 of the world Series, a 21 year old English major wrote a note to her professor 
reasoning why she had to miss class to see the cubs play.  The DePauw  University,Indiana student had a father 
who grew up across from Wrigley field, her family had been fans her entire life. Regina Waldrop- Runs- 2:09 
 
 
SAFETY-WRIGLEYVILLE SECURITY -6PM- Police presence is heavy above of tonights World Series in Wrigleyville.  
It's expected that thousands will be in the bars and come down to Wrigleyville pouring into the streets if the Cubs 
win. Phil rogers - Runs  
 
SPORTS - ANTHONY RIZZO'S DAD- CLEVELAND- PKG- Before game 7 of the World Series, the father of Cubs 
Anthony Rizzo talks about his son, and the pivotal role he played on the Cubs . Peggy Kosinski- Runs 1:38   
 
 
SPORTS-GRAND SLAM BALL- PKG  
Boy catches Addison Russel’s grand slam ball Tuesday night , which tied up the series in Cleveland . Hetalks about 
his dream come true. . KATIE KIM-RUNS  
 
CUBS ART INSITUTE- 430PM PKG  
 
CUBS WIN THE WORLD SERIES- NBC 5 STAFF- 10PM -The Chicago Cubs beat the Cleveland Indians 8-7  in an 
epic  extra innings, rain delayed scored tied game, ending the Cubs 108 year drought by winning the title. . Live 
coverage on the field, the lockerooom, the fans in Wrigleyville. 2 hours and 15 minutes.  
 
 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2016  
CUBS WIN- RETURN - CLEVELAND/CHICAGO- LIVE 530A- After a night of celebration , the Chicago Cubs fly back to 
Chicago and return to Wrigley Field early in the morning, holding up the trophy to a crowd of fans congratulating 
them. Lauren Petty- Runs 1 hour 
 



GOVERNMENT- PARADE PREPS-=CHICAGO-= 10PM PKG-  
The City has announced massive parade for the World Series champions , Chicago Cubs and it means lots of street 
closures, and extra parking restrictions. The parade and rally will start at Wrigley Field,, and end up at Grant Park. 
At least two m million people are expected to take part in the celebration. Jiggetts- Runs  
 
 
CRIME- POLICE CHASE- EVANSTON/CHICAGO-430PM Police catch three suspects after chasing them in  parts of 
Evanston and Chicago on Sheridan Road, ending up driving onto Loyola beach. We find out the three suspects were 
wanted in robbing an elderly woman. Mike Lorber- 1:30  
 
TECHNOLOGY- CYBERWAR- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG-  
NFO: Baby monitors, thermostats, home surveillance cameras – these gadgets are not what comes to mind when 
picturing an evil army, but cybersecurity experts warn that malicious hackers are using common household smart 
devices to cause chaos and panic on the internet. KATIE KIM RUNS 2:49  
 
 
CUBS- PLAYERS- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- The day before Cubs World Series Rally, Theo Epstein plays with fans, signs 
autographs after celebrating with his team two nights ago after winning the title. Fans talk about tomorrow's 
parade and how exited they are for the Cubs. Trina Prlandp Runs  
 
ECONOMY- CUBS GEAR- 10PM PKG- The Cubs victory in the World Series is bringing serious dough to the local 
economy, from the stores selling World Series gear to the bars who are cleaning up from fans just wanting to drink 
and watch the games . Ash Har- runs 
 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2016 
SPORTS- CUBS PARADE/WORLD SERIES RALLY-CHICAGO-  LIVE COVERAGE- Non-stop live coverage of the World 
Series Parade and Rally for the Chicago Cubs. From Wrigley field, where the players gathered before the rally and 
stepped into the buses for a parade, to Grant Park where a sea of blue greeted the team, NBC5 Chicago gave front 
row seat coverage of the entire event. NBC 5 STAFF- 5 hours 
 
SPORTS- CUBS CELEBRATION IN WRIGLEYVILLE- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- After an entire day of a massive parade 
and rally, where an estimated five million people took part, the celebration with the players and families continued 
with an official team party Friday night. And it happened at the backyard of Wrigley, at Murphy’s bar.  Natalie 
Martinez- Runs 2:06   
 
SPORTS- CUBS PARADE/BEST MOMENTS- CHICAGO – 10PKG –A Photoessay of the best moments from today’s 
parade and rally-  Trina Orlando- 1:44  
 
 
 
  
MONDAY , NOVEMBER 7 , 2016  
CONSUMERS- WASHING MACHINE PROBLEMS- 5PM PKG- A washing machine which was on a recall list became a 
nightmare for the owner after she tried to get the appliance maker to help replace her washer . Samsung recalled 
nearly 3- million top loading  washing machines, and the owner of one tried tried to get a response from the 
appliance maker for help.Lisa Parker - Runs 2:40 
  
POLITICS- PRE-ELECTION CONCERT-CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- Chance the rapper and other guests held a pre-election 
eve concert at Grant Park before leading them to a nearby voting site.It was all part of a get out the vote effort the 
day before election day. TRINA ORLANDO  Runs 1:42 
  
POLITICS- TRUMP/CLINTON- NEW YORK- 5PM/10PM PKG- A look at the day before election day where both 
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton plan to stage their victory parties. We caught up with people from Illinois who 



came to support their candidate,  including Park Ridge childhood friends of Hillary Clinton. Phil Rogers/Mary Ann 
Ahern 1:35 AND 1:40 AND 1:54 AND 1:51 
  
CRIME- WOMAN ASSAULTED- RIDE SHARE- PKG - A woman was assaulted when she got into a car of a man who 
claimed to be a ride share driver  picked her up, drove her to a different location and sexually assaulted her. 
Regina Waldrop-Runs  1:56 
  
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2016 
  
POLITICS- ELECTION DAY-CHICAGO 530A /6A LIVE- As polls open up this election day, the Chicago Chairwoman of 
the board of elections talks to our reporter about record turnout. Lauren Petty-Runs 4:00 
  
  
POLITICS -SENATE RACE ELECTION DAY-ROSEMONT- HIGHWOOD-4PM-t She can focus on some Kirk vs. 
Duckworth, - also sent her to Rosemont so that she is close to Duckworth who is greeting folks at cta station in 
Rosemont at 730. Usher Har-Raishi- Runs1:58  
  
ELECTION COVERAGE- 10PM - MIDNIGHT - LIVE - NEW YORK/ CHICAGO/ CHICAGO SUBURBS - With the polls 
closed- live coverage locally and New York for the 2016 presidential elections was an exciting night for Illinois 
voters. No decision was made before midnight in the presidential race, while the Democrats picked up a US senate 
seat and a Congressional seat. NBC5 had non stop coverage from victory parties locally and inNew York as well as 
analysis of impact of the races. NBC5- RUNS 1 HOUR  
  
  
MAD COURTYARD- LEEANN TROTTER – HINSDALE - 4PPKG- 
Consignment shop helps cancer victims, and is celebrating their 25

th
 anniversary of helping others. LeeAnn 

Trotter- Runs 1;45  
  
CIVIL RIGHTS- MT GREENWOOD- HUSH- 430PM PKG - Activists gather after police involved shooting in Mt 
Greenwood which killed an African American man. The gathering of activists comes days after a clash between pro 
and anti police groups .Before today's protest, the Superintendent of the Chicago police spoke of CPD policy on use 
of force, and called for calm between the two sides. Chris Rush-Runs 1:52 
  
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 9, 2016 
POLITICS FOLLOW -DUCKWORTH WINS-ILLINOIS- A big victory for Democratic war veteran turned Congressman, 
Tammy Duckworth, as she defeated Senator Mark Kirk on Tuesday.Today she was out thanking the voters for their 
vote. Duckworth's victory means Illinois has two Democrats in the U.S.Senate-Dick Johnson- Runs 2:00  
  
  
TRUMP WINS/CLINTON LOSES- NEW YORK= AHERN/ROGERS- 4pm /5pm PKG  
LIVE SHOTS FROM NEW YORK WHERE BOTH TRUMP AND CLINTON SPENT THE NIGHT AFTER A HARD FOUGHT 
ELECTION. 
Phil Rogers looks at what’s next for the new President-Elect Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton gives her concession 
speech. Runs 2:15 and 2:38 and 2:05 2:07 
  
  
POLITICS - ANTI TRUMP PROTESTS- CHICAGO- 10PM - Nearly two thousand protesters marched through the 
streets of Chicago, closing Lake Shore Drive , jumping on buses yelling not my president . This comes after the 
election of Donald Trump, sparking protests throughout the nation. Police estimate 1800 protesters took part in 
this protest- Dick Johnson and Lauren Jiggetts 1:20 and 1:38  
  
  
  



POLITICS- TRUMP-INVESTMENT IMPACT- 4PM PKG  FARR The market dropped nearly 600 points during tuesday;s 
election when it looked like Donald Trump would win. Financial experts said the reason for the drop was the 
national and international reaction to trump as well as the uncertainty of the future. Christian Farr- Runs 2:06 
  
  
  
CRIME- NANNY ATTACKED- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
A nanny pushing a stroller in the Bucktown neighborhood in broad daylight is approached and  attacked by a group 
of teens. The nanny was thrown to the ground, choked and robbed in front of the child she was caring for. Chris 
Rush- Runs 1:46 
  
MAN ROBBED NEAR SHEDD- CHICAGO - PKG- Chicago police have put out an alert after a group of teens robbed a 
man near the She'daquarium. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:00  
  
  
INVESTIGATION- FACE-BOOK OFFENSIVE PAGE- 10pm pkg  
 A Chicago woman shares her frustration when she said someone hijacked her Facebook page, and when she tried 
to get the offensive page removed, and resolve the problem  she kept hitting a wall. Some experts share tips on 
how to protect yourself. Katie Kim- Runs 3:00 
  
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 2016 
  
EDUCATION AND SPORTS- CUBS BAEZ SCHOOL VISIT- 10pmPKG = Chicago Cubs'Javier Baez surprises students at 
Chicago school, talks about the importance of staying in school and working hard in class. Teachers supported Baez 
during the post season , so they reached out in a long shot to his agent to see if he would pay a visit to Aspire 
School and he did. Lauren Jiggetts- Runs 2:04  
  
CRIME- BEATING-CHICAGO -   6pm/10PM PKG- A video that has gone viral is making headlines tonight when  
Police release new details on video showing group beating man while shouting "don't vote Trump" Emily 
Florez/Trina Orlando- Runs 1:52 and 1:45  
  
  
HEALTH- SLEEP RELATED DEATHS-PLAINFIELD  10PM PKG- Sleep-related infant death on the rise in Illinois. One 
mother who brought her baby into her bed to feed him , fell asleep and woke up to find the baby's lips blue after 
accidental suffocation. KATIE KIM RUNS 2:56  
  
 FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2016 
CRIME- TRUMP BEATING-CHICAGO- 6PM/10PM PKG- The man beaten as onlookers screamed you voted Trump 
talks about what happened and what he remembers. The 50 year old victim says it started as a minor fender 
bender and escalated to a beating. David Wilcox believed the  person who stole his car after the beating should 
face attempted murder charges , Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:12 and  
  
CIVIL RIGHTS- BLACK LIVES MATTER MEETING- CHICAGO - 5PM PKG- As racial tensions continue to heat up on the 
southside neighborhood where the was a police shooting, local Black Lives Matter and other civil rights groups met 
with Marist school officials and the Chicago Police Superintendent to come to an agreement on safety and respect 
for all students. Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:22 
  
POLITICS- ELECTORAL COLLEGE- CHICAGO- 5pm PKG- After Hillary Clinton won the popular vote, there is a 
growing movement for a constitutional amendment to abolish the electoral college, which is responsible for 
Donald Trump winning the 20-16 election. Ash Har Quraishi -RUns 2:09 
  
INVESTIGATIVE- TAX PROBLEMS- LISLE- 10PM PKG- 



One person tells her story about how she never received her tax refund. She had her taxes prepared by an H &R 
Block company but never received her refund because it was deposited in the wrong account. After NBC5 
Investigates  stepped in the bank and H &R Block retrieved her money. Chris Coffey- Runs 2:38 
  
MILITARY AFFAIRS- VETERANS DAY- CHICAGO- PKG - Today marks Veterans Day and in Chicago a ceremony at 
Soldier Field honors  those who serve and have served  our country. LeeAnn Trotter - Runs 1:39  
  
 MONDAY NOVEMBER 14, 2016  
SAFETY- COP FUNDRAISER- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG Today Officers, friends, family remember fallen officer with 
fundraiser. In September, Officer Chuck Barango, 49  was killed when a car ran a red light and killed him. The 
fundraiser is for his two daughters. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:15  
  
  
  
HEALTH AND SAFETY/TRANSPORATION- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG- A workplace controversy is arising at O'hare Airport 
as airport workers files complaint over O'Hare working conditions . They say they've encountered dangerous 
working conditions including exposure to dangerous chemicals. But Aviation officials deny the charges. Regina 
Waldroup-2:21   
  
 GOVERNMENT- TRUMP'S ADVISERS REACTION- ILLINOIS-  
A group of Illinois Democrats react angrily to Donald Trump's appointment of Breitbart's Stephen Bannon as a 
senior adviser . The Democrats say Bannon's history as anti- immigration and anti muslim  hurts America and 
promotes white nationalism.  Runs :45  
  
  
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2016 
CONSUMER- CAR COVERAGE- GLEN ELLYN- 10PM PKG - An expensive problem when rodents wreak havoc on 
vehicles, but is the damage covered? One man shows the damage he's had , due to rats or mice who ruined his 
damage. Some of the wire covering attracts rodents. A lawsuit has been filed against Toyota. But the victim's 
insurance would not cover it. Lisa Parker-Runs 3:11  
  
  
EDUCATION/CRIME- ANTI- TRUMP THREATS CHICAGO- 10PM PKG - A Chicago student says she's a victim of 
hate after she's received emails and notes taped to her North Park University  door with harassing, threatening 
language , which mentions Donald Trump. She says because she is bi-sexual and the election has made 
some people emboldened to write these notes.  
Dick Johnson - Runs 1:43  
  
  
  
 SAFETY - RESTAURANT PROTEST- DEERFIELD- 4PM PKG- A popular restaurant opened in the Northern suburb of 
Deerfield today, but not without protests to greet it. The protesters want the restaurant not to allow guns. 
Protesters are mad the restaurant would not post no gun sign, allowing those with concealed weapons to bring a 
gun inside the restaurant. The owner of the chain says he doesn't believe putting up a sign will do any good. 
Christian Farr- Runs 2:01  
  
CRIME- LAGOON CHILD DEATH- CHICAGO 10PM PKG  -A Rockford man has been charged with murdering and 
dismembering the body of a two year old he was taking care of last year. Police say the suspect killed the boy 
because the child, who is lactose intolerant, had ingested some milk and was crying too much.  
Man charged with 2015 murder of 2-year-old whose remains were found in Chicago park's lagoon. Trina Orlando- 
Runs  1:57   
  



EDUCATION/ARCHEOLOGY- CHICAGO 4PM PKG- This weekend, the Field Museum opens learning space for visitors 
to interact with artifacts . The on hands on hub will show off the latest research , staffed with scientists, all in 
hopes of encouraging people to study science. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 1:56  
  
RELIGEON- MANUSCRIPT RETURNED- 4PM PKG-  
A  seminary returns New Testament manuscript to Greek Orthodox church. A somber ceremony  for the church in 
returning the valuable manuscript to the Greek Orthodox Church. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:25    
  
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 16, 2016 
  
INVESTIGATION: EDUCATION/CRIME- NORMAL, ILLINOIS/NEW HAMPSHIRE/CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Music teacher accused of secret recordings had ‘red flags’ . A Chicago school teacher was arrest4ed 
in September for secretly recording video of teachers and special education student using a school bathroom. 
Within minutes of his arrests, NBC5 investigates uncovered his past history of similar incidents. But why hadn't 
CPS  found that same information? Phil Rogers- Runs 3:50   
  
CRIME/EDUCATION- FIST FIGHT CHICAGO - PKG -  
A new video shows adult egging on students fist-fighting at school. The video, posted on Facebook shows the two 
boys who are friends being forced to fist-fight.  Today the parents speak out and ask the school to 
be held responsible. Chicago Public Schools say they are investigating and the adult supervisor has been released. 
Natalie Martinez- Runs  2:04  
  
CIVIL RIGHTS- CHICAGO- RACIAL TENSIONS-10PM PKG- A meeting seeks common ground in neighborhood after 
police shooting. It's focusing on easing the tension after a controversial  police shooting on the city's southside. 
Joshua Beal was shot by police, but protesters and police gathered together for a second night in hopes of finding 
peace.Tonihgt, they agreed to have a meal together this weekend. Dick Johnson- Runs 1:36  
  
EDUCATION- GURNEE- POSITIVE NOTES- 5PM  PKG- A  high school student started a new trend, posting positive 
messages on cars and in the school at Warren High School . This comes after someone had written hateful 
messages. So Katherine Hayes decided to lift up the school with 2500 positive messages taped on school lockers. 
She says she saw an immediate change with students. Michelle Relerford- Runs 2:14  
  
 

  
THURSDAY,  NOVEMBER 18, 2016 
CRIME- SHERERVILLE DROWNING LAWSUIT- 10PM PKG  
A family is suing after an 18 year old babysitting of a pastor who head's a megachurch in Schererville Indiana. The 
teen was found dead in a pool and her mom wants to know why it took the family 15 minutes before calling for 
help. Natalie Martinez- runs- 1:52 
  
TRANSPORTATION-  AIRPORT  WORKERS  STRIKE VOTE- 10PM  PKG 
500 airport workers call for a strike during the heavy Thanksgiving travel time. This is only for O'hare airport and 
although none of the workers are union, the SEIU union is supporting their strike. No word on which day they will 
walk off the job. The workers talk about the reason behind the strike, basically wage and health issues. The 
Department of Aviation sent out a statement saying they will do all they can to prevent disruption to passengers. 
Lauren Jiggetts- Run 2:00 
  
  
 LAW AND RELIGEON- STRIP CLUB- STONE PARK- 10PM PKG  
  
A local strip club has lost it's liquor license, a victory for the neighbors, a group of nuns who filed a lawssuit and 
vowed to shut it down. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:46  
  



  
RELIGEON- ROME- CUPICH- AHERN - 4P/5P PKG- Chicago will be well represented inn Rome this weekend for the 
installation of Blasé Cupich as the new Roman Catholic Cardinal .  
Mayor Emanuel, Governor Rauner are among a delegation of 80 faith and business leaders traveling to Rome. 
Mary Ann Ahern – Runs 4:03 
  
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18,2016  
  
CRIME - GRANDSON F CONGRESSMAN KILLED- CHICAGO- 10PM VO- 
The Grandson of Congressman Danny Davis was killed in Englewood. Police say it was a dispute over gym shoes. 
No one is in custody this evening. Today, the Congressman talked about the homicide. -Runs :45  
  
RELIGEON- CUPICH- ROME- AHERN- LIVE 6A/5PM PKG-The Chicago Delegation arrived today for the elevation 
ceremony of Archbishop Blasé Cupich. Tomorrow, Cupich will be elevated to cardinal and today he spoke of the 
honor . We caught up with the Mayor and Governor who lead the Chicago entourage to watch the 
ceremony.  Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 3:58  
  
  
WEATHER- WINTER PREPS- CHICAGO  10pm pkg- 
 Today the Office of Emergency Management laid out their plans for the upcoming winter. Tomorrow the area is 
expected to get their first snow if the season. The city laid out their plans for the winter. Trina Orlando-Runs 1:45 
  
  
CRIME- YOU VOTE TRUMP BEATING-CHICAGO - 5PM   
  Four people were charged after video surfaced showing people beating a man , saying he voted for Donald 
Trump. One of the suspects was also charged with vehicular hijacking. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:12 
  
TERRORISM- ISIS SENTENCING- CHICAGO/BOLINGBROOK  5PM PKG- 
A 21-year-old man from suburban Chicago was sentenced Friday to 40 months in prison for trying to join Islamic 
State militants.Mohammed Hamza Chanced a maximum 15-year sentence for seeking to provide material support 
to terrorists. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 1:50 
MONDAY NOVEMBER 21, 2016 
 
INVESTIGATIVE- CELL PHONE SECURITY-CHICAGO- 10PM PKG – Cell phone numbers might be as important to 
Hackers as a social security. Our investigative reporter shows how just by having a cell number can get your private 
information. Katie Kim – Runs 2:38  
  
  
ACCIDENT- HAMMOND FIRE- HAMMOND -10PM PKG – A man was injured during a fire this evening in Hammond, 
Indiana, destroying a church pantry. The pastor of the church was lucky to get out with burns. Fire officials say an 
explosion preceded the fire. Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:55  
  
EDUCATION AND SPORTS-  FENWICK LAWSUIT –OAK PARK-10PM PKG Fenwick High school filed a lawsuit 
Monday after Illinois High School Association refused to hear their appeal following a bad call at the semi-final loss 
in high school basketball. The football season ended for them 3 days ago, but they are filing a lawsuit to kepp their 
hopes alive for being in the state finals. Dick Johnson 2:02  
  
ECONOMY- LABOR- AIRPORT STRIKE NOTICE- 6PMPKG – Workers at Chicago’s O’hare Internationals Airport will 
strike the Tuesday after Thanksgiving. Workers say they didn’t want to disrupt travel for travelers, but wanted to 
make sure their voices were heard. The workers are asking for $15 dollars an hour and healthy workplace. 
Christian Farr- Runs 2:14  
  
 



TUESDAY NOVEMBER 22, 2016 
WEATHER- WINTER PREPS – 5PM PKG – Although snow hasn’t come yet for Chicagoans this winter, multiple 
agencies came together to prepare for what they are predicting to be a snowy winter season. Christian Farr- Euns 
2:11  
  
EDUCATION AND  CRIME- SEXUAL MISCONDUCT SCHOOL –OAK PARK- PKG  A west suburban high school is 
investigating  reports of sexual misconduct at a party hosted at the home of one of it’s coaches while he was away. 
The Oak Park- River Forest High School  decided to investigate  after not getting results from the police. Natalie 
Martinez- Runs 2;20  
  
POST OFFICE FIRE- CHICAGO- LIVE 11/6PM – A fire at the historic Old Chicago  Post office caused traffic tie- ups 
and damaged part of the building Tuesday morning. Fire officials say oily rags ignited and spread fire in. No one 
was injured in the blaze,  this was the second time in as many years that fire damaged the building. Charlie 
Wojciechowski- Runs 2:00 and 2:28  
  
CONSUMER- DANGEROUS TOYS- ILLINOIS- 4PMPKG – Dangerous toys, which have been recalled are still being 
sold online, according to the Illinois Attorney General. Today Lisa Madigan joined safety officials to warn parents to 
be careful when trying to get that perfect toy for their child. Kye Martin- Runs1:50  
  
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- STUDENTS MEAL- CHICAGO- 4PMPKG -   A group of students from the Chicago 
Agriculture school is in charge of Thanksgiving from start to finish. From growing the food, preparing the food and 
serving the food, these students learn the true meaning of Thanksgiving. And seniors, invited to the meal are very 
appreciative. Runs 2:32  
  
CIVIL RIGHTS/SAFETY-DISABILITY CARD STING- 6PKG- The Secretary of State Jesse White announces the upcoming 
holiday sting his office is conducting with police against those illegally parked in handicapped spaces. The fine is six 
hundred dollars and facing a six month license suspension for the first violation. Chris Coffey- Runs 201 
  
 
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 23, 2016  
 
  
 SPORTS- LAWSUIT- OAK PARK -5PM PKG  
Judge rules against high school who filed an appeal after a controversial call that led to the school losing a semi-
final game in state tournamement. Fenwick football players speak out after controversial call leads to lawsuit. 
Christian farr- Runs 1: 52  
  
CONSUMER- TECHNOLOGY COMPATIBILTY- CHICAGO- 430PM PKG -   
The race to get the latest and greatest technology at deep discounts is on, but as tech advances, so does the 
confusion . One gamer from Chicago waited to get the new Xbox, but found herself confused with compatibility to 
her tv system. Chris Coffey- Runs 2:50  
 
  
CRIME- STOLEN GIFT BASKETS- Chicago  –430PM PKG 
Someone broke into an at-risk school for children in the southwest side of the Beverly neighborhood and 
burglarized the Beacon Therapeutic center. They also stole gift baskets for at-risk kids. After hearing about this, 
strangers reached into their own pockets and Donations started pouring in. Michalle Relerford – Runs  2:02  
 
 
THURSDAY , NOVEMBER 24, 2016   
POLICE INVOLVED SHOOTING- REGINA WALDROUP- 6PM  
Police are investigating a police- involved shooting where a 19 year old man was killed overnight on Chicago’ 



southside. No weapon was found, despite police saying the suspect had turned around twice , aiming gun at 
police. The Superindent read a quick statement , saying there is still lots of incomplete information on the case. 
Family members joined activists saying they are broken – hearted and there was no gun pointed  at police. Regina 
Waldroup- Runs  
 
DEACON BURNED - HAMMOND- 6PM PKG- EMIY FLOREZ-5 PKG  
Today the church that lost its food pantry and kitchen to fire on Monday is pleading for help. The -
 Bethel Congregation Church hoping to get community help with monetary donations They feed more up to 800 
people a month and were supposed to serve a thanksgiving meal today. Pastor hopes to get the pantry rebuilt in 
one years time. The deacon burned came out of his coma and things are looking hopeful.  Donations can be sent to 
church. Meantime, pastor that was burned is still in the hospital . Emily Florez- 1:48   

  
HOSPITAL - THANKSGIVING AT LA RABIDA/SAILORS – Brookfield/Chicago - 6pmPKG  
Cadets from Great Lakes Naval Station will again enjoy a full-day Thanksgiving celebration thanks to the Brookfield 
VFW. am.And childen and families are treated to a  traditional holiday meal, despite being  stuck in the hospital. 
Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 1:45  
  
  
  
BLACK FRIDAY SHOPPING- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
When the turkey is eaten, the football games over, , people move on from Thanksgiving holiday to store shopping 
in hopes of landing some  bargains. And Bargains they got. People raced for deals at the local stores and we caught 
up with them on the North side. Chris Hush- Runs 1:31 
 
 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 2016  
CRIME- POLICE INVOLVED SHOOTING- 10PM PKG –  
Acitivists , family members held a vigil demanding answers from the police department , after police shot 10-year 
old Kujuan Raye. Candles were lit for each one of his years alive. New surveuillance video from church near the 
shooting shows Raye running from police shortly before he was shot.  Natalie Martinez- runs 1:12  

CONSUMER BLACK FRIDAY SALES- SCHAUMBURG/ CHICAGO –10PM PKG  This year’s Black Friday is expected to 
be a boon for retailers, with more money in people’s pockets , and lower gas prices.  But it may not be the 
traditional Black Friday we expected, a new study by Deloitte says 73- percent of Chicagoans will shot pnline but 
look at items at a store beforehand. Chris Hush- Runs 1:41 
MONDAY NOVEMBER 28, 2016 
CRIME- WOMEN SHOT- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- Two women , 23 and 28 were walking on the sidewalk  on  north 
side in the West Rogers Park neighborhood  when two men announced a robbery. When one of the woman said 
she didn't have any money, one of the suspects shot them.  TRINA ORLANDO- RUNS 2:04  
 
CRIME -POLICE INVOLVED SHOOTING- CHICAGO- LIVE 4AM/6AM VOSOT - A man wanted for a shooting a 
pregnant woman during domestic dispute was shot and killed  by police late Sunday night. It's the fourth police 
involved shooting in nine days. Lauren Petty- Runs 2:01 
 
GOVENRMENT- STATE BUDGET- LIVE 6AM- Illinois Governor Rauner pushes for a balanced budget and reforms 
ahead of this week's veto session. He calls for the Democrats to come to the table and work on budget reforms. 
Zoraida Sambolin- Runs 5:49  
 
 
TRANSPOTATION-BLUE LINE RENOVATIONS-11am PKG- After many months of constructions, renovations at 
several Chicago Transit Authority Blue Line stations are now complete. This comes under the $429 
million  modernization program. Susan Carlson-Runs 2:07 



 
ECONOMY- AIRPORT STRIKE PREVIEW- 4pmPKG- Workers at O’Hare who are not union and asking for a $15 an 
hour wage plan on walking off the job on Tuesday. These workers are baggage workers, cabin cleaners and 
wheelchair attendants. Airlines and the city's Department of Aviation do not expect the walkout to impact 
travelers plans on Tuesday. Christian Farr- Runs 2:14 
 
 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 2016 
 
INVESTIGATION- POLICE CORRUPTION - CHICAGO- 10PM PKG    
For years , residents of the housing project, Ida B Wells, on the city's south side complained they were being 
shaken down, and framed by a group of corrupt cops. One person who went to prison , has been released and now 
a new effort is being made to see if others serving time were wrongfully convicted by dirty cops.  
A petition requesting an appointment for a special master has been filed to investigate these other cases. The 
plaintiff talks about his lawsuit. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:10 
 
GOVERNMENT- FIFTH STAR ON FLAG- 10PKG- Illinois Supreme Court Justice Ann Burke has asked for a 5th star to 
be placed on Chicago;s flag. She wants the star to represent Special Olympics which started in the 1960's here in 
Chicago. Burke , who runs the organization says that it would be fitting on the 50th anniversary of the organization. 
The Mayor says he's not opposed to it. Dick Johnson- Runs 1:42  
 
CRIME- DOUBLE HOMICIDE- LOCKPORT- 6PM/10PM PKG- The bodies of two construction workers are found in a 
townhouse under construction in west suburban Lockport this morning. Police believe the two men were 
murdered, but aren't giving details as to the motive or identity of the two men. They do say they believe this is an 
isolated case. People who work and live in the area say this is really unusual for this part of town. Ash-Har 
Quraishi- Runs 1:58  
 
ECONOMY/HOUSING- CHICAGO- HOMES FOR A BUCK- PKG- More than 4000 vacant lots will be going on sale for 
just a dollar. Today the Mayor announced the sale and one woman talks about how she took advantage of the 
offer. The Large Lots sale was landed in 2014 and has grown from 550 lots. To qualify, owners must own property 
on the same block as the land for sale, be current on property taxes and have no financial obligations to the city. 
An owner is limited to two parcels of land for $1 each. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:28  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- GIVING TUESDAY- CHICAGO-430PKG- On giving Tuesday, a group of students at the 
Montessori School of Chicago gave their time and energy to other children who are less fortunate. LeeAnn Trotter-
runs 1:45  
 
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 30, 2016 
GOVERNMENT/TRANSPORTATION-PARKING BAN- CHICAGO- 10-pm pkg The annual Chicago parking ban gets 
underway tomorrow  morning at 3am, causing violators to dig deep in their pockets to get their car from the tow 
lot.    
Violators would end up dolling out 600 dollars in fines, pound costs and taxes if they get towed. . Lauren Jiggetts –
 1:46 
 
 
GOVERNMENT- TIF ORDINANCE- CHICAGO- 6PKG- Chicago council approves a transit tax-increment financing 
district to fund reconstruction for the Chicago Transit Authority's Purple and Red Lines. This was done in a special 
meeting scheduled for today in hopes of getting the funding before changes take place in the federal 
government.  The TIF Ordinance could lead to $1.1 billion dollars in federal funding. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:46 
 
TRANSPORTATION- NEW FLYOVER PREVIEW- CHICAGO -530am  New flyover ramp opens this weekend at Jane 
Byrne Interchange, a welcome announcement for the number of travelers who use the roads every day. Susan 
Carlson- Runs 1:37  



 
STATE GOVERNMENT- BUDGET TALKS SPRINGFIELD- 6a vo/sot- - Governor Rauner launches new blog and video 
slamming House Speaker Michael Madigan for not coming to meetings, or working with him in reforms in 
government.  Runs 45  
 
CRIME- ATTEMPTED ABDUCTION- 10PMPKG- Police are looking for suspect shot tried to abduct A 13 year old girl 
as she was walking home from school. It happened on the city's South side. The girl was approached by the 
stranger, she ran and thanks to a good samaritan who was nearby, the girl was okay. The mother of the teen calls 
the woman who helped save her daughter an angel. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:39  
 
THURSDAY DECEMBER 1, 2016  
 
 
GOVERNMENT/TRANSPORTATION-PARKING BAN- CHICAGO- 6am / 11am pkg The annual Chicago parking ban 
got underway this morning at 3am, causing violators to dig deep in their pockets to get their car from the tow lot.    
We spoke to one tow truck driver who calls this morning more like Christmas because of all the money they make. 
Violators would end up dolling out 600 dollars in fines, pound costs and taxes if they get towed. Several drivers 
who arrived at the auto pound had forgotten about the deadline and found their car gone when they woke up. 
Over 175 cars were towed on this first day. Lauren Petty/ Kye Martin - Runs 3:30 
 
CULTURE- HOTTEST HOLIDAY TOYS - CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Hottest holiday toy, known as the hatchimals is nearly impossible to get at area stores. Then toy teaches kids how 
to care for a furry friend inside an egg that eventually hatches. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:46 
 
CRIME- SECURITY GUARD SLAYING- HARVEY- 5pm PKG- Police have announced an arrest warrant and released a 
picture of the man wanted for killing a security guard in Harvey this week. The security guard was shot several 
times when the suspect was fleeing by police. Kye  Martin- Runs 1:42  
 
EDUCATION- GOVERNMENT- SPRINGFIELD/CHICAGO- 4PM PKG- Governor Rauner vetoes $215  million in Chicago 
Public Schools funding, blaming democratic leaders backed out of a reform bill and that's why he vetoed this bill.  
During a press conference, Illinois Senate President John Cullerton denied there ever was an agreement. At a 
conference in Mexico, Mayor Emanual blasted the Governor's action saying the children will suffer. Mary Ann 
Ahern-Runs 2:25  
 
CIVIL RIGHTS- FOXX SWORN IN -CHICAGO- PKG- The first ever African American and female was sworn in as the 
new Cook County State's Attorney. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs- :35  
 
INVESTIGATION- LAQUAN MCDONALD- JUSTICE DEPARTMENT-Chicago- 10pm PKG-Nearly a year after the U.S. 
Department of Justice opened a pattern and practice probe into the Chicago Police Department, there is concern 
the political change i the federal government could impact the investigation. The head of the Chicago Police Board, 
Lori Lightfoot says she would not be surprised if resources were devoted  elsewhere with the new administration 
coming in and impact the McDonald investigation. Carol Marin- Runs 2:30  
 
 
FRIDAY , DECEMBER 2, 2016 
 
 CRIME- THIEVES TARGET DELIVERY TRUCKS- 10PM PKG- Chicago police have put an alert out to warn delivery 
drivers of thieves targeting them. During the holidays, two delivery trucks, on  a Fedex and another from UPS were 
targeted, with packages stolen from them. In one instance the truck itself was stolen .Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:52   
 
 
PETS- SALVATION ARMY BAN- ROLLING MEADOWS-10PKG - Jeff Jacoby and his four legged dog have been rising a 
holiday bell for the Salvation Army outside the Jewel for 5 years. But now Salvation army has banned pets from 



joining the bell-ringers. Des Plaines captain decided to ban pets at the sites, saying it was made to avoid any 
potential problems. But Jacoby and others disagree with the decision saying the pets actually attract donations. 
Trina Orlando- Runs 1:53 
 
 
WRONG WAY DRIVER- NAPERVILLE/CHICAGO- 6PKG- Three people are dead after a wrong way driver crashed 
head on into an uber car on i-88 around 1am this morning. The driver of the wrong way car was a marine, and the 
victims in the Uber car were the driver and a passenger coming from O’Hare. One witness says the marine had 
crashed into the side of the road and was turned around when it took off. State police are investigating.  Emily 
Florez-Runs2:00 
 
NBC RESPONDS- HOUSE RENTAL -CHICAGO- 430PM PKG- A Central Illinois  elderly woman who put a down 
payment on a house for a 3 month period found out that the house had been foreclosed on, but no one told her. 
The house sharing company did not respond to her requests for her money back. Chris Coffey 3:13 
MONDAY DECEMBER 5, 2016  
 
CRIME- ABANDONED KIDS- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- Three sisters were found by police living in an abandoned 
building in the Englewood neighborhood on the city's south side. One of the girls, 7 year old Destiny was abused 
according to police. Donations are coming from all over the country after word of these children. Natalie Martinez- 
Runs 1:31  
 
CIVIL RIGHTS- RACIST STICKERS- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- Racist, anti-Semitic stickers were found posted around the 
campus at the University of Chicago. One of the targets of the sticker attacks is the center for inclusion, a meeting 
sport for LGBTQ students. One of the university's Rabbi's say the stickers appear part of a a nationwide campaign 
by an online fascist organization. Dick Johnson - runs 1:49 
 
 
CRIME- CHUCK  E   CHEESE SHOOTING - OAKLAWN 4pm  PKG- An argument that led to a shooting near Chuckie 
Cheese may force the restaurants to lose their license.  
Nearby shooting latest in string of violent incidents, police calls at suburban Chuck E. Cheese and now the mayor 
and Oak Lawn Trustee are looking into forcing the eatery to lose their license. Chuck Cheese responded by saying 
they had nothing to do with the latest incident and that they're  made steps to make it a safe environment for 
families. Christian Farr - runs 2:45    
  
CRIME- BB GUN ATTACKS- ARLINGTON HEIGHTS -4pm  PKG-  
Arlington Heights Police investigate nearly 40 acts of BB gun vandalism. Homeowners show the damage and 
now they're is security video that shows what police believe is the suspect's car. Charlie Wojciechowski-Runs 2:30 
 
TUESDAY , DECEMBER 6, 2016  
 
CRIME- RAPPER  BODY- RIVERDALE- 5PKG - An aspiring  rapper who was reported days ago was found in a home, 
where police had searched a report of shots fired inside. Jeremy Nixon  found dead weeks after shooting. The 
father wants to know how the police missed the body when they were investigating the shots fired case. Chris 
Hush-2:06   
 
 
EDUCATION/CRIME- STUDENTS SICKENED BY DRUGS- NAPERVILLE- 4PM PKG- Several students at Naperville 
North High School were sent to the hospital after becoming sick from ingesting gummy bears, believed to be laced 
with marijuana. A 17 year old is cooperating with police, but no charges have been filed. Ash- Har Quraishi- Runs 
1:42  
 
INVESTIGATION- LAW ENFORCEMENT- POLIC3E CORRUPTION- CHICAGO- 6pm PKG-  



In a decision that is certain to send shock waves through City Hall and the Chicago Police Department, both the 
Cook County State’s Attorney’s office and the City of Chicago Law Department said Tuesday they would not oppose 
appointment of a so-called “Special Master” to investigate potential wrongdoing by an alleged crew of corrupt 
police officers who worked for years in one of Chicago’s poorest neighborhoods. The investigation will take a look 
at scores of cases involving alleged dirt cops. PHIL ROGER-RUNS 2:07 
 
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 7, 2016  
CONSUMER- NBC RESPONDS- HOUSECLEANING RIPOFF- 10PMPKG- One expected to have a kitchen smelling fresh 
after having it professionally cleaned. But a local consumer says after her recent experience with a house cleaning 
service, she experienced not only a bad smel in her cabinets l, but months of frustration. The service placed 
mothballs or similar smelling chemical in each of her cabinets a few months ago, and it's permeated the wood. 
She's filed a claim to replace her cabinets and after NBC 5 responds got involved , the service gave her a full check. 
Chris Coffey- Runs 2:34  
 
CRIME-ANIMALS- DOG THEFT- CARY- 10PM PKG- A north suburban woman is pleading for help in the return of her 
dog bruiser, who was stolen in a car theft at a Cary grocery store. Hillary Kaplan has had the dog for 10 years. 
Someone stole her car and the dog. Natalie Martinez- Runs- 2:02  
 
LOTTERY WINNER- WINNETKA/ GURNEE-- 430PKG - A high school janitor won two million dollars form a scratch-ff 
ticket bought in Gurney. Dave Martinez  has been custodian since 2002. But his luck changed, when he picked up a 
scratch ticket and won 2- million dollars. Ash- Har Quraishi- Runs- 2:10 
 
POLITICS- MAYOR MEETS TRUMP= NEW YORK- PKG- Mayor Emanuel met with President- Elect Donald Trump 
about immigration. Emanuel brought a letter signed by 14 mayors and presented it to Trump. Visor- Runs 3:40  
 
THURSDAY , DECEMBER 8, 2016  
 
CRIME-SENIOR ATTACKED- 1O PKG - Police are looking for a purse-snatcher who brutally attacked a 94-year old 
female veteran in a home invasion. Thanks to security cameras, a good picture of the suspect is now being 
released to the public. The woman suffered a concussion, a black eye and broken ribs in the attack , and her 
daughter is asking for anyone's help to catch this man. Trina Orlando- runs 1:50 
 
ANIMALS- DOG FIGHTING REWARDS- OAK BROOK- 5PKG- The Illinois State Crime Commission hopes a $5000 
reward will urge people to come forward about dog fighting crimes. The commission says the big problem is that 
the theft of dogs ate be used as bait has become the latest practice by dog fighting criminals. Charlie 
Wojciechowski-Runs 2:33  
 
REAL ESTATE- EXPENSIVE HOME-CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- A home in Lincoln Park is being listed for $50 million dollars, 
the most any home has been  listed for in the city of Chicago. The 25,000 square foot mansion takes up 8.5 city 
lots, marble flooring, curved staircases , pool and large garden. Marion Brooks- Runs 1:14  
 
INVESTIGATIONS- ENERGY-LAKE MICHIGAN NUKE PLANT TO SHUTTER- 5PKG- A nuclear power plant, located on 
Lake Michigan in Michigan is expected to shut down permanently in 2018. Energy Corporation announced it has 
agreed early termination . Nuclear watchdog groups and neighbors have argued the plant's systems are too old 
and dangerous. Several same leaks have forced the plant shutdown in recent years, including one in 2013 that 
spilled radioactive water into Lake Michigan. Chris Coffey-Runs 2:29 
 
CHARITY- SANTA LETTERS CHICAGO- 4P PKG- The annual Santa Letters program at the Chicago Post Office kicks off 
this week, and there's no shortage of children in need. Kye Martin- Runs 2:32  
 
FRIDAY , DECEMBER 9, 2016  
CRIME- VETERAN BEATEN- CHICAGO- 10PPKG  



Police are questioning a suspect in connection to the beating of 94- year – old woman, who was attacked in her 
home. Police say the man attacked her in her home, and then fled with  her purse. A local pizza shop owner put up 
a 5,000 reward in catching the suspect. Trina Orlando- Runs – 2:06  
 
SPORTS- CUBS TROPHY RALLY-CHICAGO- 5PM PKG 
The World Series Trophy tour kicked off at a Cubs pop up store and fans lined up for hours in hopes of getting a 
picture with the trophy. Some life-long fans talk about how it’s dream to see the trophy right here in Chicago with 
the Cubs. Lauren Jiggetts- Runs 1:35 
 
SNOW PREPS PREVIEW- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG  
The  city and state snow plow workers prepare for the season’s first major snowstorm, in which some areas could 
be seeing as much as 8-10 inches fall in their neighborhood. Streets and Sanitation Department now  have an app 
residents could check to see where the snow plows are, where they’ve been and where they need to go. Natalie 
Martinez-Runs 2:02  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- SAINTS FOOTBALL- 5PM PKG – There’s a lot riding on a local youth football league 
championship game. IOts the second year the kids have vied for the trophy, but the kids have accomplished more 
than that. The coahch has taught the kids respect and that football is a privilege. The coaches check each of the 
kids grades to make sure they aren’t failing and to give them help when they need it. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs1:11   
 
TRANSPORTATION- AVIATION AT O’HARE- CHICAGO- 6PKG- Chicago’s airports are welcoming some new 
technology that will simplify and speed up communication between air traffic controllers and pilots. The move is 
aimed to reduce travel delays. Charlie Wojciechowski-Runs 1:44 
MONDAY DECEMBER 12, 2016  
SAFETY- WATER RESCUE- AURORA- 10PM PKG- A water rescue saves the life of a mother and dog, thanks to the 
mother's son. The mother had gone into the icy pond, after finding her dog stuck. This caused her to start to 
struggle and her son called 911,  and the fire department rescued her and her dog. Trina Orlando- Runs 2:04  
 
 
POLITICS- AARON SCHOCK ARRAIGNMENT- SPRINGFIELD- 6PM PKG - Former Congressman Aaron Schock faces 24 
counts for wire and mail fraud, tax charges and theft of government funds. Today he went before the judge where 
new information about what he’s been doing since being indicted. Phil Rogers-Runs 1:48  
 
RELIGEON- OUR LADY OF GUADALUPE- DES PLAINES- LIVE VOSOTS- Thousands make the pilgrimage in the middle 
of the night and in the bitter cold to pay homage to Our Lady of Guadalupe, a Mexican Catholic Tradition. Cardinal 
George says mass in Spanish for the parishioners. Regina Waldrop- Runs 6:00  
 
TUESDAY DECEMBER 13, 2016 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- HOSPITAL GIFTS- 4PM PKG- A woman who has a big heart brings toys to kids in the 
hospital.  
 Jesse Ten-day a cafeteria worker at Advocate Trinity hospital,  has been coming to advocate Children's for eight 
years passing out toys. This year is her biggest yet with a thousand toys.. all paid for by her. Parents with kids in the 
hospital are moved to tears with her generosity. Susan Carlson-Runs 1:35   
 
HEALTH AND ARTS- THERAPEUTIC DANCE- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG-Using Dance to enhance the lives of people with 
disabilities is the focus of a south suburban dance program. The instructor, Gloria Chapman  inspires her special 
needs students to exceed expectations.  Leeann Trotter- Runs 1:47  
 
INVESTIGATIVE- SECURITY SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS LAWSUIT- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG The city of Chicago's office of 
Inspector General came out with a report today saying the city's surveillance camera system could have privacy 
risks . The report stated the city couldn't guarantee only approved personnel would have access to the cameras. 



The American Civil Liberties Union responded to the latest report saying Chicago's privacy is on the line. Katie Kim- 
Runs 2:15 
 
CRIME- FAKE UBER DRIVER- CHICAGO- 430PKG - Police are warning Uber passengers about someone posing as an 
Uber driver and stealing their credit card numbers. They have a picture of the suspect . One customer talks about 
how she was scammed for 1000 dollars by the fake Uber driver, and one Uber driver tells us they see how trusting 
the passengers are to hand over their information. Chris Hush- Runs 2:00  
 
POLITICS- TRUMP- WEST ALLIS, WISCONISN- 6PM/ 10PM PKG- President Elect stops by Wisconsin for his thank 
you tour,announcing who he met with today, and plans to meet with tech giants tomorrow as he prepares to take 
office in January. Trina Orlando- Runs  3:52 
 
NBC RESPONDS- CAR DEFECTS- GRANT PARK - 5PM PKG- A south suburban driver wanted to trade a car in for a 
new one but says a safety recall they never heard about prevented them from doing it. Bob and Cindy Crawley 
wanted to trade in their 2013 Jeep Cherokee, but when they tried, the Chevy dealer told them about the safety 
recall and would not take the trade in. That’s when NBC5 Responds stepped in to help sort out the confusion. Lisa 
Parker- Runs 3:06 
 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14. 2016  
 
TRANSPORTATION - COLD WEATHER- CHICAGO- 4PKG- Local trains struggle as the temperatures dive, causing 
delays from the suburbs. Ash Har Quraishi- Runs 1:45  
 
SAFETY - VIOLENCE REPORTS –COOK COUNTY-  430PM PKG – Cook County Sheriff Tom Dart and the county voard 
revealed the findings of a ten  month study on violence in Cook County. The report includes recommendations of 
better use of sharing information,with a agencies and a greater need to focus on at risk youth. Christian Farr- -Runs 
-1:58  
 
POLITICS- COCHRUN INDICTMENT-CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- Alderman Willie Cochran is indicted on 15 counts  of wire 
fraud, bribary and extortioncharges. The government says the alderman took bribes from businesses to gamble. 
The Alderman denies the charges and his attorney says he believes the government has made a big mistake. 
MaryAnn Ahern- Runs 2:34  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- CTA- HOMELESS- 5PM  – A CTA bus driver feeds the homeless on his 40

th
 birthday. Cary 

Gidron celebrated his 40
th

 birthday with the homeless, the people he sees every day while he drives his CtA bus. 
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:12  
 
WEATHER- SAFETY- HEATING TIPS- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- The colder it gets outside, the more vulnerable you are 
to having problems with your heat, or pipes. We caught up with heating expert who was working around the clock 
to help residents get their homes warm again after losing heat. The Chicago Housing Department is doing regular 
checks in this cold weather to make sure people in their apartments are safe. Dick Johnson- Runs  1:40 
 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2016  
ACCIDENT-TRIPLE FATALITY- POSEN- 530/6ALIVE VOSOTS An accident in south suburban Posen kills three people, 
all women and injures two others overnight. Neighbors who heard the crash said the victims hit several cars and 
crashed, ejecting some of the passengers. A makeshift memorial was set up hours after the accident. Emily Florez- 
Runs-6:00 
  
WEATHER- COLD AND FROSTBITE- 4PM PKG- A look at how to avoid frostbite in frigid weather- Ash Har Quraishi- 
Runs-  2:01   
 



NUTRITION- GROCERY STORE LEAVES- MAYWOOD- 5PM PKG- The only grocery store in Maywood, is leaving the 
western suburb , causing angst among residents. One Alderman is hoping to keep Aldi in their town. Christian Farr- 
Runs 2:12  
 
ACCIDENT-EXPLOSION- HOMER GLEN- 10PM PKG- A gas explosion in a southwestern suburb sends two people to 
the hospital and forces dozens to be evacuated. Officials say someone was working on the home earlier before the 
explosion happened. Trina Orlando-Runs- 2:01  
 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16, 2016 
 
WEATHER- SNOW - WHEATON /LOMBARD- 4PKG- People in the suburbs preparing for big snow storm which 
started today. Residents do last minute shopping picking up snow shovels, food. We also hear from one expert 
about pre-treating your driveways before the snow. Chicago and suburbs are expecting up to 10 inches over the 
weekend. Regina Waldroup- Runs  1:43  
 
ACCIDENT- HOME EXPLOSION- HOMER GLEN- 430PMPKG- 2 people, a father and daughter are injured from an 
explosion in their home Thursday. On Fridays, investigators search for the cause, while neighbors who were 
evacuated from the explosion are now allowed back in their home. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 1:46 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- SHOP WITH A COP- ANTIOCH-430 PKG- Every year police departments around 
thecouonty take part in a program that reaches out to others for the holidays. It’s called Shop with a Cop and this 
year, the Antioch police department expanded the concept to include a couple of parties for the community. Lee 
Ann Trotter- Runs   1:47  
 
 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 19, 2016   
WEATHER- COLD TEMPERATURES- 4PM – 5pm  
 Now that people are digging out from the big weekend snow, they are preparing for the arctic temperatures that 
hit the area today. Record lows have people bracing for winter. Christian Farr- Runs 3:09 
  
  
WEATHER- COLD WEATHER - CHICAGO- 11aPKG - Subzero temperatures has people bundled up,and wishing they 
were somewhere warm. We spoke to one dog walker who has never had it this cold for the pets before, and Metra 
commuters share their strategies for staying warm- Susan Carlson- Runs 2:34  
  
WEATHER- SAFETY- COLD WEATHER- CHICAGO-430pm PKG  Garage doors around the area stayed frozen after the 
wind chill dipped to 15 below. Packer fans are in town for tonight’s game , saying they are prepared for the cold 
weather and the frozen pipes caused a water main break on the south side. Regina Waldrop- Runs 2:00 
  
TERRORISM- CHRISTKINDLEMARKET- CHICAGO- 10pm PKG - The Berlin terrorist attack at an outside Christmas 
market has local vendors and shoppers concerned about their safety here at the Christkindlemarket. Increased 
police presence was ordered immediately after the attack in Berlin. Trina Orlando- Runs 2:17 
  
  
ACCIDENT- CAR INTO POND- LYNWOOD- 430PM PKG- A car drove into a frozen pond late Sunday. Divers resumed 
the search this morning, in hopes of recovering the victim. Because of the frigid temperatures the search is being 
hampered by the ice forming over the pond. Charlie Wojciechowski/Lauren Petty—Runs 2:50   
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- LIBRARY BOOK RETURNED- CHICAGO/NEW YORK -PKG- A Chicago woman returns her 
copy of Gone with the Wind that she had borrowed from he Brooklyn Library 57 years ago. Barbara Roston  found 
the book in her Chicago home when she decided to reread some of her books and found the library's markings. 
After over 20,800 days Ms. Roston would owe the library over a thousand dollars at five cents a day overdue fine. 
But the library decided not to charge her, and Ms. Roston made a 50 dollar donation. Runs 1:51 



  
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 20 2016  
  
ACCIDENT- FIRE- ELGIN- 530AM LIVE VOSOT  -Four people taken to the hospital after an apartment building fire.   
The building was an older home that was broken into two apartments. The victims all lived on the second floor. 
One of the residents below helped rescue the victims. A frantic mother tells NBC 5 she and her husband were at 
work when someone called alerting her that her home was on fire with her four children inside.  Lauren Petty- 
Runs 3:39 
  
TRAVEL- HOLIDAY TRAVEL- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG - It's one of the busiest travel days at the nation's airports today. 
We catch travelers in long lines at O’hare Airport. But not everyone is flying. Gas prices have gone up in Illinois 
over the last couple of weeks, but that's not stopping them from hitting the roads for the holidays. Regina 
Waldroup- Runs 1:59  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- TROOPER ATTACKED- 5PM PKG-A manhunt is underway in the south suburbs after a 
trooper is attacked at a toll plaza.  Surveillance video  shows a man attacked the state policeman shortly before 
6:30pm . Police say the suspect was acting suspiciously before the attack and pretended to be a maintenance 
worker . The  police are asking for help in catching the offender.  Christian Farr 2:05  
  
RELIGION AND THE LAW- NUNS VS. STRIP CLUB- 6PM PKG- Judge refuses to dismiss nuns case which contends the 
strip club is a nuisance. This lawsuit comes after a strip club opened next to a convent and the nuns have been 
fighting to close them down for good. The strip club, however is shuttered because it lost its liquor license ---but 
they are appealing.  PHIL ROGERS - RUNS-  2:25 
 
WEDNESDAY , DECEMBER 21, 2016  
CRIME- PACKAGE THEIVES-CHICAGO-10PM PKG -   
Chicago neighborhood organizes against package thieves after security video shows a man stealing a delivered 
package on the front stoop. After one neighbor showed others the pictures, some came forward saying they think 
it’s the same suspect they saw earlier .These crimes have increased over the year and police are alerting 
communities to keep a close eye on suspicious people in the area. Trina Orlando – Runs 2:03  
  
CRIME- GYM TEACHER SEX ASSAULT- SYCAMORE- 10PM PKG- A sycamore gym teacher faces  more charges of 
sexual abuse after three more children have come forward with allegations against him. Police say the 21 year old 
coach is accused of inappropriately touched several children. Ash-Har- Quraishi- Runs 1:55  
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- VETERAN- FAMILY REUNION-CHICAGO – 10PKG  
Home for the holidays took a new meaning for one Blackhawks fan when Air Force Master Sgt. John Lang. He has 
an emotional reunion with his daughter at the Blackhawks game as she attends her first Blackhawks game.. Lauren 
Jiggetts- Runs 1:53  
  
GOVERNMENT AND LAW- MAYOR E-MAILS-vo-The Mayor’s office released thousands of emails to the public, in a 
settlement with a watchdog group after they sued for transparency. Runs :30  
  
CRIME- POSEN FATALITY FOLLOW- POSEN—430PM PKG- A man has been charged with driving drunk after 
crashing his vehicle last week in south suburban Posen. The accident killed three of his four passeengers. The 32 
year old was charged with three counts of driving while intoxicated and causing bodily harm . Charlie 
Wojciechowski- Runs 2:05 
 
THURSDAY , DECEMBER 22, 2016 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- TOY DONATION- CHICAGO-10PM PKG  
A seven-year-old boy gathers more than 700 new toys and gives them to an Englewood shelter. Donald Wood III 
made an appeal on Facebook to help this local shelter and his church, parents and friends all responded with 
generosity. Lauren Jiggetts- Runs 1:36  



 
POLITICS- MAYOR'S EMAILS- 6PM PKG- A collection of nearly 2,700 pages of recently released e-mails shows 
Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s conversations with high profile, well-connected individuals. While there is no smoking gun, 
the e-mails  settlement stated those released were not all the e-mails the Mayor’s office could have released, but 
those they chose to release. One of the emails shows a billionaire complaining about painting speed bumps after 
his car got damaged, while others were talking about moving jobs and facilities to Chicago. Charlie Wojciechowski- 
Runs 2:12 
 
HEALTH-BABY LIVER TRANSPLANT- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- Five-month-old baby boy Daniel McCabe gets lifesaving 
liver transplant from adult liver. The child waited 40 minutes to receive the liver and his parents call this a 
Christmas miracle. Emily Florez- Runs 2:20 
 
 
ACCIDENT- AMAZON DELIVERY DRIVER KILLS WOMAN- CHICAGO- 84 year old woman was killed when an Amazon 
delivery driver hit and killed her on the near south side. Friends and family gathered at the scene after hearing that 
the grandmother , who was walking across the street was struck by the true and killed. The driver is being 
questioned. Ash-Har Quraishi-Runs 2:10  
 
 
 
INVESTIGATION- CARDS ON CARS - AURORA- 10pm PKG- Someone has been leaving cryptic and somewhat 
threatening cards on vehicles in Aurora , Wheaton and South Barrington. Now police believe it's connected to an 
anti- abortion group, talking about something terrible is going to happen. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:51 
 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23, 2016  
POLITICS- ALDERMAN COCHRAN ARRAINGMENT- CHICAGO – 4PM PKG-Alderman Cochran showed  up for his 
arraignment today after being charged with taking twenty-five thousand dollars  for gambling that was meant for 
kids in his ward . Today , his attorney said the Alderman was stupid, but not a criminal. Cochran plead not guilty 
today. Charlie Wojciechowski- runs 1:29  
 
TRANSPORTATION - HOLIDAY TRAVEL- ROADS- ILLINOIS- Today is one of the busiest days for vehicles on the road 
for the end of the year holidays. Emily Florez- Runs 1:50  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE-CROSSFIT DONATIONS- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- When customers found out their CrossFit 
coach was robbed they gathered together to help with donations. A Burglar had stolen presents from the home of 
Tim Burgess Thursday morning and by Friday, the community helped restore Christmas for his family with 
donations. Ash-Har Quraishi- runs 2:20  
 
ECONOMY- LAST MINUTE SHOPPING- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- The weather made it easier for last-minute shoppers 
to pick up gifts Friday night. But that didn't make it less stressful for some shoppers trying to pick up gifts in the last 
two days before Christmas. Some stores staying open for 24 hours until Christmas Eve evening. Chris Rush- Runs 
1:30  
 
ENTERTAINMENT- NUTCRACKER BALLET- CHICAGO-4PM- The nutcracker ballet, a holiday tradition is newly 
reimagined at the World Fair in the 1890's. It’s what the Joffrey Ballet produced at this year’s Christmas 
classic.  Lee Ann Trotter profiles the production and the woman behind it. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 1:53  
 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 26, 2016   
CRIME- MALL MELLEE – AURORA- 10PM LIVE PKG- A fight  at the Fox Valley Mall in west suburban Aurora forced 
authorities to close the mall during the busy holiday season. Six people were arrested for the melee, and it was 
one of a number of malls throughout the country that had fights. Ash- Har-Runs 2:10 
  
  



VIOLENCE- CHICAGO SHOOTINGS- CHICAGO – 6PM/10PM PKG-  
Over the Christmas holiday 53 people  were shot, 12 fatally as Chicago nears the end of a very violent year. More 
than 700 murders and growing every day, the Superintendent blamed most of this weekend’s violence to gangs. In 
one shooting, 2 brothers  were killed and 5 others injured as they were standing on the porch on the south side. 
Natalie Martinez- runs 2:18 and  1:54  
  
 POLITICS- SECRET GOLF COURSES- CHICAGO- 6pm PKG- 
The release of Mayor Emanuel’s emails revealed there were secret plans to open south side golf courses.. but 
without any residential input. We caught up with some golfers who thought it was a great idea, but one resident 
criticized the idea saying it was a lot like the back room deals of the Lucas Museum which was made without input 
from the community. Christian Farr- Runs 1:53 
   
TRAVEL- MIDWAY TRAVEL MESS-CHICAGO  KYE – 4PM –PKG  
Big travel troubles at Midway Airport today. People trying to fly out ran into a lot of frustration due to cancelled 
flights. The cancellations was not from the weather here, but the storms from the west. Kye Martin-Runs 1:25 
  
KWANZAA- LEEANN TROTTER-EVANSTON- Today is the first day of Kwanzaa, the African American  cultural festival 
.A group gathered at the local fountain square to celebrate and pay honor to their heritage. Lee Ann Trotter –
Runs  1:30  
  
ECONOMY- HOLIDAY RETURNS – WALDROUP- 4PM PKG 
Today is the busiest day for people to  bring back those gifts that didn’t quite make the mark from the receivers.  
Thanks to warmer weather it was a very busy day.  But not all shoppers were prepared for the returns after 
forgetting their receipts and retailers scaling back on returns.  And not everyone was returning gifts, some were 
taking advantage of the deep discounts offered by retailers  Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:50 
  
  
 TUESDAY, DECEMBER 27, 2016  
 
CRIME- NORTH RIVERSIDE POLICE SHOOTING- 10PM PKG- Police have shot a man who was responsible fr a 
nearby bank robbery and then went next door to a Burlington Coat Factory and held a man hostage . Police say the 
suspect entered the shop and held an elderly man as a hostage, using him as a human shield. But police already 
searching for the suspect from the bank robbery were able to contain the suspect and release the hostage and 
everyone else in the store. Exclusive video shows the police closing in and apprehending the suspect. Natalie 
Martinez- Runs  2:12  
 
 
CONSUMER- NBC RESPONDS PARKING TICKET-CHICAGO - 10PM PKG – A former Chicago  driver can’t get decades 
old parking ticket wiped out at address that doesn’t exist. Maya Holcomb get a letter three months ago saying she 
owed the city money for a ticket dating back 19 years. After NBC investigates stepped in , the City of Chicago wiped 
out the ticket because of an error on the address of the ticket. Lisa Parker- Runs 3;17 
 
 
CRIME- PLEA FOR HELP FROM SHOOTING- CHICAGO-10PM PKG- Family and friends gathered at the site of a 
shooting that took the life of a community activist, who was shot  while shoveling snow a couple of weeks ago.  
The family of Laurence Matchem says they need the public’s help in finding the killer and released balloons at a 
vigil in his honor. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 1:52 
 
  
ENTERTAINMENT- HOLIDAY EVENT-CHICAGO-4PMPKG- With new year's eve just days away, preparations are 
underway to this weekends Chi-Town Rising, sponsored by NBC5 Chicago. Today the organizer of the event talks 
about how they are getting the huge event ready, along with new sites to watch the New Year's celebration. Lee 
Ann Trotter- Runs 2:52  



 
ANIMALS= COYOTE KILLS DOG- LISLE -5pm PKG-  A suburban family is mourning the loss of their dog after it was 
killed by a coyote. Neighbors are issuing a warning to others not to leave out food in the open for animals to eat. 
Naturalists also advise against it, saying it can only attract coyotes to people's yards. Chris Rush- Runs 2:00  
 
SAFETY- EPI-PEN DONATION- WHEATON- 6PMPKG- The DuPage County Sheriff received a 40-thousand dollar 
donation for family of 13 year old Annie Legere of Elmhurst to buy epic-pens. Leg ere died from an allergic reaction 
last year. The money will be used to buy epic-pens for every squad car in the Sheriff's office and to teach officers 
how to use the. Today the family and the sheriff's department held a news conference to announce the donations. 
Regina Waldrop- Runs 1:47 
 
CRIME- MALL  FIGHTS ARREST- AURORA - 4PKG- Eight teens are charged today with fighting in a public place after 
a fight at the Fox Valley Mall forced the closure of the western suburban shopping site. Police describe how this 
was an orchestrated fight and that the suspects were on the first floor fighting and the third floor dropping drinks 
on the shoppers. Police also blame social media for the organizational tool used . Monday night's fight was one oaf 
a number of fights nationwide that took place in a mall. Christian Farr  
-Runs 2:45  
 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 2016  
ENTERTAINMENT- DEBBIE REYNOLDS DEATH- LOS ANGELES- 10PM PKG- One day after her daughter died, actress 
Debbie Reynolds was rushed to the hospital where she died. Stars who worked with her share their condolences. 
Ash- Har Quraishi- Runs 2:29 
 
 
CRIME- STALKER KILLS DATE- LIBERTYVILLE- 10PM PKG- Police say a man who stalked a woman in Libertyville 
killed her date who went to the movies with her. . Family members say he was a wonderful man who worked his 
way up, loved sports, was helpful to everyone . Natalie Martine- Runs  1:52  
 
  
SAFETY – BODY CAMERAS – CHICAGO – 430PM PKG - 
Chicago Police Department will expedite its body worn camera expansion to every patrol officer in the City. Now, 
by the end of 2017, patrol officers in all 22 police districts will have body cameras  – one full year earlier than 
originally planned.  But some say it's only as good if they are working. Regina Waldrop- Runs 2:24 
 
CRIME- DELIVERY TRUCKS TARGETED- CHICAGO- 5PMPKG - 2 delivery trucks were stolen on Wednesday,  and a 
warning from a community activist says it's not just happening in Chicago. Police confirm they arrested a 15 year 
old who stole a Fed Ex truck full of packages on the south side, before crashing it. Police later arrested him. 
Another truck was taken shortly before that, but has not been found.  Michelle Relerford - Runs 1:51  
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT –FIVE YEAR OLD COP-HARVEY - 4PMPKG/5PM  - A 5 year old son of a slain railroad police 
officer was sworn in for the day as Honorary Policeman. Tyrone Hardin Jr. was given a badge, patrolled the streets 
and gave the mayor a ticket as part of his duties. His mother said Tyrone senior would have been so proud. Chris 
Hush- Runs 3;36 
 
 
ACCIDENT- UGANDA CRASH- Uganda/Chicago- 5PM PKG-Two students from Englewood who went to Uganda to 
receive a film documentary award and work on a new film returned home after the bus they were on crashed, 
killing their mentor. Today the students were met by family and the Englewood school principal at the airport. The 
teenagers spoke about the crash and their mentor David Stein.- Christian Farr- Runs 2:19 
 
ENTERTAINMENT-SKATING PROPOSAL- W00DRIDGE   - 4pm pkg - What looked like an ordinary day at the skating 
rink turned into a flash mob wedding proposal. The finance, who didn't know how to sate took a few quick lessons 



and then in the middle of the flash mob, got on one knee and proposed to his girlfriend who said yes. Lee Ann 
Trotter- Runs 1:52 
 
 
VIOLENCE - PEACE CROSSES- AURORA-VOSOT -A Church in west suburban Aurora  has asked a local carpenter to 
make crosses for every homicide victim in Chicago. Greg Zanis a carpenter who has done this in the past has 
completed the task. And now Father Plfegher, a famous priest in Chicago has organized a march with those crosses 
on Saturday down Michigan Avenue with families of the homicide victims, to bring awareness to the heartbreak of 
so many homicides in the city in 2016. Regina Waldrop- Runs 1:00 
 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29, 2016  
CRIME- TEEN SHOT- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG - The family of a fifteen year old Dupage County boy walking in Chicago 
was shot and critically injured. The mother says they left to get away from the Chicago violence, but he was in 
town to visit relatives and may have walked over gang borders unknowingly. Police do not have any arrests in the 
case. Lauren Jiggetts -Runs 1:57 
ENVIRONMENT/HEALTH- DIRTY WATER- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- Residents on two city blocks  the north side 
complained for weeks their water was brown and undrinkable. But it wasn't until NBC5 Chicago looked into the 
case when the water department put out a warning, provided free drinking water and are trying to fix the 
problem. Ash-Har Quraishi-Runs  2:23 
 
CHI-TOWN RISING PREVIEW- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG-  
Several days from the big event, the behind the scenes technical producers show how they are going to raise the 
star, as well as produce a light show never seen before at the event. One of the new options they are offering is to 
have fans send photos from the streets watching the star event , and it will be posted on the star for everyone to 
see. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 2:27 
 
CRIME- BANK ROBBERY - SAUK VILLAGE- VO Police are looking for 2 masked man who show their guns and take 
over a bank in south Suburban Sauk Village. The FB released new pictures that show the  two masked men. :45 
 
CRIME- DEATH INVESTIGATION- MORTON GROVE- 4PM PKG- A mother and son were found in their home 
yesterday and police say they may have been dead for weeks. A late autopsy report says the the 62 year old son 
and 94 year old woman died of natural causes. But the investigation continues . Emily Florez- Runs 1:44 
 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30, 2016  
NBC INVESTIGATIONS- CRIME SPREE- CHICAGO/WISCONSIN- 6PM PKG-  
A robbery spree in Chicago leads to Wisconsin robbery. A carjacking in Chicago lead to a robbery in Wisconsin, and 
now police are releasing pictures of the suspects and asking for the public's help. Chris Coffey-Runs- 1:38 ' 
 
 
SAFETY- NEW YEAR'S SAFETY- CHICAGO-10pm/6pm pkg- Chicago ramps up security ahead of New Year's 
celebrations. The director of Office of Emergency  Management says they have extra security on hand for all the 
city's celebrations. And the Organizer of Chi-Town Rising have complete confidence that this year's celebration will 
be safe. Regina Waldrop and Ash- Har Quraishi- and Regina Waldroup-  Runs 3:46 
 
INVESTIGATION- HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT INFECTIONS- ILLINOIS- 6PM PKG- Illinois hospitals warn thousands of 
open-heart surgery patients of dangerous infection linked to medical device. Although no cases 
have been  recorded in Illinois, the Center for Disease Control has put out a warning to open heart surgery patients 
that a medical device used in surgery could transmit bacteria. Katie Kim- Runs 1:54 
 
POLITICS- PENCE VISIT- CHICAGO- VO - A visit by Vice-President Elect Mike Pence at a Republican fundraiser raised 
about a million dollars , but also drew protests. Runs 1:00  
  
 



 
 
 
 
 


